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ABSTRACT

The empirical research in this thesis is based on three papers on doctors’ job satisfaction and migration considerations. Together with reviewed literature the thesis provides a detailed picture of doctors’ job satisfaction. The theoretical discussion of this thesis is guided by two different approaches: The Job Characteristics Model and Locke’s Value-Percept Theory. In the end of the Discussion the results are also discussed in the light of the Job Demand-Control model and the Effort-Reward Imbalance model. These theories and models focus on work-related factors that can, with a positive psychology approach, increase employees’ job satisfaction. In our papers we mainly focus on work-related factors linked to doctors’ job satisfaction. Paper I aimed at investigating the course of doctors’ job satisfaction from early career to mid-career and exploring the effects of change in job position and reduction in work-home stress and working hours. The data for Paper I was from a longitudinal study on Norwegian doctors (NORDOC). The data for Paper II and III were collected among all Icelandic doctors in 2010, during the economic recession. The aim of Paper II was to explore whether the recession influenced the job satisfaction of Icelandic doctors. The aim of paper III was to explore the migration considerations among the doctors and whether economic factors were related to these considerations. Results from Paper I show that doctors’ job satisfaction increased from early to mid-career. The results also show that a change in job position and a reduction in work-home stress predicted an increase in job satisfaction. Results from Paper II and III show that economic factors influenced the doctors’ job satisfaction and migration considerations. Paper II also shows that the Icelandic doctors were less satisfied in their job than Norwegian doctors, particularly with extrinsic elements, and that job satisfaction of doctors during the recession was lower than before the recession. The results from Paper III also show that over half of the Icelandic specialists had considered migration during the recession. The Job characteristics model provides a theoretical element in the discussion on the intrinsic aspects of doctors’ job satisfaction, and the conclusion is that our doctors’ jobs include many of the core characteristics of the model. This is to some extent a validation of this model and our job satisfaction concept as not being very different. The characteristics in the model are also discussed in relation to the doctors’ age and different job positions. Locke’s value-percept theory provides a theoretical framework in the discussion about change in 1) job satisfaction, 2) job position, and 3) work-home stress. The effect of economic factors on doctors’ job satisfaction and migration considerations as well as the increase in job satisfaction among early to mid-career doctors is also discussed in the light of the Demand-Control model and the Effort-Reward Imbalance model. We have not included any of these models/theories in our papers so these are only reflections, but the theoretical discussion and reflections in this thesis lead to the assumption that future studies on doctors’ job satisfaction and migration should include validated theoretical models. Also, several topics in positive psychology are recognized for future research on doctors’ well-being at work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Positive psychology

Over the last 20 years, a new branch of psychology named ‘positive psychology’ has been growing. Professor Martin Seligman, the president of the American Psychological Association in 1998, was a major initiator of the movement. He and others acknowledged that the overwhelming focus in psychology on pathology undermined the focus on the potential of human resources and virtues that not only can prevent mental illness but also can lead to more satisfying and fulfilling life (4). So the purpose of positive psychology is to aid satisfactory life, from birth to death (5), by focusing on human strength and virtues, rather than merely treating mental illness (6, 7). In 2000, the prestigious journal *American Psychologist* published a special millennial issue on positive psychology (6), which called for more research on the subject. In the following years there has been a growing interest in positive work- and organizational psychology (8). Our research project was inspired by this movement, where job satisfaction among doctors has been our main research issue.

New branches of positive psychology such as Positive organizational behavior (POB), Positive organizational scholarship (POS) and Positive occupational health psychology (POHP) have emerged after the introduction of positive psychology (see figure 1). POB is the merging of positive psychology and organizational theory (a subfield of organizational studies) (1) and is primarily concerned with the workers’ psychological states and human strengths that influence employee performance. POS is primarily concerned with the positive aspects of the organizational context that influence employees’ ability to thrive (1). POS is an umbrella concept used to unify a variety of approaches in organizational studies, each of which incorporates the notion of ‘the positive’ (2). The most controversial concept associated with POS is the ‘P’ (positive), as it has been criticized of being restrictive, biased and naïve among other (2). POHP subsumes the approaches of both POS and POB, whilst maintaining its own emphasis on optimal functioning in the workplace, promoting employee health and resiliency (1). Occupational health psychology (OHP) is also a quite youthful research field, which has grown a lot during the last two decades (3). OHP is a multidisciplinary area (3) (see figure 1), where the aim is to improve the quality of work life, and to protect and promote the safety, health and well-being of workers (1, 3). The majority of the research in OHP has focused on negative aspects of work and workers health (1, 9). POHP
shifts the focus to the positive aspects of work and explores how these aspects can provide optimal functioning and health among the workers (1). This thesis takes a positive psychology approach, in particular in line with POHP, focusing on how individual and organizational work factors can lead to higher job satisfaction among doctors. We will also use models that have been developed and researched in OHP in the interpretation of our findings.

1.1.2 Job satisfaction

Subjective well-being is a central concept in positive psychology. A meta-analysis by Heller et al. in 2004 (10) showed that there are different domains of subjective well-being and though other studies have reported that these domains are related to each other (11), they are also independent sources of satisfaction (Figure 2) (10). There is also growing literature on the conflict between the family and work domains. This conflict is strongly related to both job and life satisfaction (12-17).
In our Western society, jobs and careers are an important part of people’s lives. From a positive perspective, a person’s career conveys identity, reflects meaning and purpose in life, and contributes to human development, among other things (18). Whether people 1) see their job as a means to providing the resources needed to enjoy their time away from the job or 2) are career orientated, where they invest a lot of time in their work and continually seek advancement, or 3) have a calling, where it is the work itself (not financial gain or career advancement) that brings them fulfillment (18), job satisfaction is of importance.

Job satisfaction is an indicator of well-being and is a central concept in work and organizational psychology. Many papers have been written on the subject and it has been shown to be associated with important work-related and individual antecedents (19-21), and outcomes, such as life satisfaction and job performance (22-25) as well as good health (26). But studies have also shown discrepant effects of job satisfaction on work performance (23, 27), so the concept should be handled with some precaution.

There are many different measurements of job satisfaction in the literature, also among doctors. For example, in the US ‘professional satisfaction’ is commonly used as a measurement of the doctors’ satisfaction (28-30) whereas in Europe the term ‘job satisfaction’ is more widely used (28, 31-33). We use ‘job satisfaction’ in our studies. There are two common approaches to the measurement of job satisfaction; 1) a global approach, which often uses a single-item measure to reflect a person’s affective reaction to his or her job, e.g., how satisfied are you with your overall job situation, and 2) a person’s attitudes regarding various facets of the job, such as coworkers, pay, and job conditions (25), which is based on a more cognitive approach to job satisfaction. In such measurements, ‘intrinsic’ job features are often
distinguished from ‘extrinsic’ features (34). In our measurement of job satisfaction among doctors we use both global approach, ‘How satisfied are you with your job/overall job situation’ and ‘facet’ approach, with intrinsic and extrinsic facets such as ‘How satisfied are you with the amount of responsibility you are given’ (intrinsic) and ‘How satisfied are you with your rate of pay’(extrinsic). Most researches use an attitudinal/cognitive approach in the study of job satisfaction (25). The question is whether such measurements of employees’ perceptions, as in our studies, are solely cognitive evaluations or if they reflect more profound feelings. One of the most widely used definitions of job satisfaction is that of Edwin A. Locke (1976), who defines job satisfaction as a ‘pleasurable or positive emotional state, resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences’(35, 36). He uses both cognitive (appraisal) and affective (emotional state) approach to job satisfaction. This twofold approach to job satisfaction is supported by Howard M Weiss (2002) who has explained job satisfaction as an attitude, and suggests that we form attitudes towards our jobs by taking into account our feelings, beliefs, and behaviours (37). In another paper he and coauthors showed that when cognitions about the job and mood were used to predict job satisfaction in the same equation, both were strongly related to job satisfaction and the relative effects were exactly the same (38). In this thesis we build on theories that assume that workers’ job satisfaction is more than a cognitive attitude towards the job (the Job Characteristics model and Locke’s Value-Percept theory).

Studies back to the sixties have indicated that job satisfaction is not the opposite of job dissatisfaction and that there are different characteristics that are sources for job satisfaction on the one hand and job dissatisfaction on the other (39, 40). This is in line with POHP where it is acknowledged that there are different factors or mechanisms that underlie employee health and good functioning than ill-health and malfunctioning (1). Overall it seems that positive and negative affect are independent states, rather than two opposite poles (41). We focus on job satisfaction and not job dissatisfaction in our research.

1.1.3 Job satisfaction and work engagement

As we have taken a positive psychology approach in our studies one can ask why we use ‘job satisfaction’ as a measure and not for example ‘work engagement’, a popular research concept in the discipline. First, when we started our longitudinal NORDOC studies of repeated measures back in 1993/94 the job satisfaction scale we used was one of the most validated scale already at that time (42). Second, when the study was commenced, work engagement
was poorly developed as a concept. In this 20-year longitudinal study we have for the most part kept the same variables in order to study long-term trajectories. Third, there seems to be more research on the association of important individual and organizational outcomes with job satisfaction than with work engagement (43), also among doctors (44). Fourth, there are also more cross-national comparison studies and longitudinal studies on doctors’ job satisfaction than doctors’ work engagement that can validate our findings.

Job satisfaction and work engagement have been distinguished by low and high energy states of well-being at work. Bakker AB and Oerlemans WGM drew a two-dimensional view of work-related subjective well-being in a chapter in the Oxford Handbook of POS (1). This circle of high and Low activation and Pleasant and Unpleasant states of work, shown in figure 3 (with only description of the positive states), is based on Russell’s circumplex model (45, 46). This model suggests that affective states arise from two fundamental neurophysiological systems, one related to a pleasure-displeasure continuum (the mesolimbic system) and the other to arousal, activation, or alertness (reticular network) (47). Emotions are explained as a linear combination of these two dimensions with varying degrees of both pleasure and activation (45, 46). This is somewhat in conflict with our assumption that positive and negative affect are independent states, but we include this model because of its suggested difference between the state of job satisfaction and work engagement. In adapting this view

![Figure 3 A two-dimensional view of work-related subjective well-being (1)](image-url)
on emotions to work-related affect, Bakker and Oerlemans drew ‘work engagement’, characterized by energy, involvement, and efficacy, in the higher activation side of the circle (figure 3) (1) and ‘job satisfaction’ in the lower activation side of the circle, ranging from tranquil to content. Others have suggested that work engagement refers more to a psychological connection with the performance of work tasks whereas job satisfaction is more of an attitude toward features of the organization or the job (43).

Research has shown that about 85% of all employees in the European Union and 86% of all employees in the United States are satisfied with their jobs (34). So, why is it important to study job satisfaction? As noted above, this is a relatively new area of research and we still do not have a full understanding of why some people are more satisfied in their jobs than others. And though the job satisfaction-job performance relationship is rather week or not present in some studies (23, 27), this is an important research issue as studies have shown that satisfaction in the job is related to many important outcomes (22-24, 48). There is increasing evidence that shows that job satisfaction influences job performance among doctors (49-58). The patients of satisfied doctors seem to be more satisfied (59, 60) and have greater trust and confidence in their doctors (51). Patients also have greater adherence to medical treatment if their doctor is satisfied in his/her job (49). Several studies have shown that satisfied doctors provide higher quality of care (50-58). Studies have also shown that doctors that are satisfied in their job are less likely to retire early or leave medicine (61), migrate (62, 63), or to experience turnover (64-68), burnout (69-71), and other health complaints (72). In order to better understand job satisfaction, including its antecedents and outcomes, there is a need for more prospective studies and cross-national comparison studies. The prospective studies are important for defining specific causal factors, and targets for intervention. Cross-national comparisons are important because they may shed light on the effect of country-specific difficulties, such as economic decline, on employees. Comparison between different occupations also provides valuable information on the level of job satisfaction of the occupation of interest. In the next sections we review studies on doctors’ job satisfaction that 1) compare it with the satisfaction of other occupations, 2) use longitudinal design, and 3) use cross-national comparisons.

### 1.1.4 Doctors’ job satisfaction

In 1976 there was only one paper on doctors’ job satisfaction in PubMed/MEDLINE (MeSH words [Job satisfaction] and [physicians]) (73). In 2001, there were around 600 papers on the
subject whereas there were 2005 papers in October 2016. Several studies over the last decade have shown high work stress and job dissatisfaction among doctors (29, 55, 74-77), but many studies have also shown a high level of doctors’ job satisfaction (30, 78-85).

1.1.4.1 Doctors’ satisfaction compared with other occupations and the general population

Doctors’ satisfaction has been compared with the general population and other occupational groups in some studies. A Norwegian study showed that doctors experience lower life satisfaction and more dissatisfaction with life than the general population (86). There have also been higher suicide rates reported among doctors than other occupational groups (87-89), and doctors (and other health workers) have been found to experience more stress at work than the general population (90, 91). Doctors have been found to be more satisfied in their jobs than nurses and other hospital staff in Norway (92), Finland (93), and the United States (US) (94). US doctors were also more satisfied than chaplains (94). In Sweden, doctors had a similar job satisfaction to nurses (95), whereas in Spain, doctors were found to be less satisfied than nurses (96). In Germany, doctors had lower job satisfaction than the general population (13). To obtain a better picture of doctors’ job satisfaction we need longitudinal designs and comparisons between countries.

1.1.4.2 The course of doctors’ job satisfaction

Structural changes in the health-care sector in recent decades have threatened the traditional roles of doctors (74, 97-100). Activities indirectly related to patient care take more of doctors time than direct interaction with patients (100). At the same time, patients are more enlightened and there is an increasing focus on patient satisfaction (99, 101). Studies have shown a decrease in job satisfaction among other occupational groups related to the loss of autonomy, status, and respect of the public (29). A review of studies of doctors from the US, which included longitudinal studies, concluded that ‘recent overall physician satisfaction is relatively unchanged, although there may be modest declines in primary care physicians and young physicians who report high satisfaction’ (102). A stable job satisfaction among US doctors is supported in a more recent review (84). Swiss doctors experienced a decline in job satisfaction between 1998 and 2007 (103). Job satisfaction among British general practitioners declined from 1987 to 1990, probably because of the National Health Service reform of 1990/1991, but increased from 1990 to 1998, probably after adaption to change
Another British study showed that primary care and specialists’ career satisfaction was relatively stable from 1997 to 2001 (105). In Norway, there was a high and stable level of job satisfaction among physicians from 1994 to 2002, and from 2000 to 2006 there was an increase in job satisfaction, despite new health-care reforms in the period (78, 106). In Sweden, there has also been an increase in doctors’ job satisfaction (from 2002 to 2009) (95). This is good news for health care in the Scandinavian countries, but there is a lack of understanding of the factors that contribute to increase in job satisfaction. This is important both for maintaining high job satisfaction and for increasing job satisfaction among less satisfied doctors, e.g., in countries where doctors’ job satisfaction is lower. There is a need for more longitudinal studies on the course of job satisfaction over time (107). There is also a lack of studies that focus on the course of job satisfaction over different stages of doctors’ careers, and on the course of job satisfaction prior to and during economic recession.

1.1.4.3 Cross-national comparisons of doctors’ job satisfaction

There is no doubt that national differences in the organization of health-care service delivery structurally influence doctors’ working conditions (28, 108-111). Comparison studies on doctors’ job satisfaction between countries show that there are country differences in doctors’ job satisfaction: Norway, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada have more satisfied doctors and UK and Germany have less satisfied doctors (31-33, 112-114). There should be more such studies, which are valuable for the respective countries’ health-care systems (51-53, 56).

There are no cross-national comparison studies that explore the effect of economic recession on doctors’ job satisfaction. Although many countries were affected by the worldwide recession in 2008 (115), Iceland was one of the first countries in Europe to be severely affected by the recession (October 2008) (115-118). Norway was barely affected and thus is a suitable country to be compared with Iceland. Iceland and Norway are neighboring countries with common historical roots, which means that they are culturally and politically close. The welfare state model, which also applies to the other Scandinavian countries, is characterized by a relatively large public sector with many public employees (119). Both countries provide health care with equal access for all, regardless of income, gender, ethnicity, or place of residence (120), and their health-care policy performances are among the best in Europe (121). In both countries, health care is financed by general taxation and governmental reimbursement. The doctor density is relatively high, with one doctor per 272 citizens in Iceland (122) and one per 213 in Norway in 2009 (123). The health-care expenditure as a
percentage of the gross domestic product (GDP) is similar in the two countries (around 9.5% in 2010) (124), but the total health-care expenditure per capita (adjusted by power parity) decreased in Iceland between 2008 and 2010 and increased in Norway in the same time period (125). This partly reflects the differing impact of the economic crisis in the two countries.

1.1.3 Migration among doctors

A key factor in providing medical care is the availability of qualified and motivated health-care professionals (126). Globalization has facilitated the employability and migration of doctors almost anywhere in the world. Many papers have been written on the ‘brain drain’ and migration of health-care professionals from developing countries and the impact of this on their health-care systems (127-134). However, there is limited evidence on the migratory movement of health-care professionals from Western and developed countries (135-139). The papers that aim to provide an overview of the migratory movements in Europe (135, 136, 138) point out that the data used in the studies are provided by each of the countries and that most countries have no reliable data on their stock of health-care professionals. However, the data can show some trends in doctors’ migration. For example, a study with data from around 2005 showed that in the UK, foreign doctors accounted for 31% of all working doctors in the country, and 9% of the doctors had migrated from another European country (135). Another study showed that in New Zealand, 46% of all foreign-trained doctors in 2006 were from the European region where the United Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, Ireland were the primary ‘supply’ countries (138). In Canada, European region doctors accounted for 38% of all foreign-trained doctors in 2005, mainly from the United Kingdom, Ireland, and France (138). Other major destination countries for UK doctors are neighboring countries such as Ireland and France, but they also relocate to Spain and the US (138). In Germany, foreign doctors accounted for 6% of the doctors in the country; most of these doctors had migrated from another European country (65%) (135). One study indicated that Germany, France, Italy, UK, and Spain are among the major destination countries in Europe. The doctors who migrate to these destination countries are from countries such as Poland, Greece, Romania, Switzerland, and the Czech Republic (138). Germany is not only a major destination country, but many German doctors choose to migrate, mainly to the United Kingdom and Italy, followed by Switzerland and the US (138). In Austria, Norway, Portugal, and France, more than half of all foreign doctors were from other European Union countries (135). In Norway, foreign doctors accounted for about 16% of the total number of working doctors (2833/18,173) (138, 140).
Ireland, Malta, and Poland had a high number of doctors working abroad (135). Some areas within Eastern European countries (e.g., rural Romanian areas) may be particularly vulnerable, with some of the highest emigration rates among medical doctors and nurses (139).

These studies show that there is indeed migration among doctors in Europe. The studies also indicate that migration is a growing phenomenon in Europe (135, 138). We lack studies on the effect of recent economic crises on doctors’ migration within Europe. Because Icelandic health care is so small and dependent on relatively few specialists, such doctor migration may threaten the whole structure of health-care services, in addition to the more direct consequences of economic crisis.

1.1.4 Theoretical models

There are different theories about what makes an employee satisfied in his or her job. These theories can be categorized as 1) situational theories, where it is suggested that job satisfaction results from the nature of one’s job or other aspects of the environment, 2) dispositional approaches, that assume that job satisfaction is rooted in the employees’ personality and 3) interactive theories, which propose that job satisfaction results from the interplay of situational and personological factors (141, 142). According to Judge et al. (2001), situational theories have gained the most support in research (141). In the literature regarding doctors’ job satisfaction, the use of work-related predictors or associations is the most common way of explaining job satisfaction (because most of the studies have a cross-sectional design, it is therefore more correct to refer to them as associated factors, rather than as predictors, which require prospective/longitudinal design). In our studies we mainly focus on how work-related factors, such as change in job position and cost-containment at work, influence doctors’ job satisfaction and migration. The theoretical discussion in this thesis is therefore based on theoretical perspectives that embrace the relationship between work-related factors/characteristics and job satisfaction. The two theories we use throughout the discussion are 1) Job Characteristic model (mostly a situational theory) and 2) Locke’s Value-Percept theory (an interactive theory). In the end of the Discussion we reflect on our findings in the light of the validated OHP models: Job Demand-Control model and the Effort-Reward imbalance model.
1.1.4.1 The Job Characteristics model

Job design theories focus on how the nature of a person’s job affects the employee, where one of the major aims is to improve the employees’ motivation and job satisfaction, for example by increasing variety at work (143). Frederick Herzberg had a revolutionary approach to job design in the 1960s, where he emphasized the importance of motivation among employees. During those years, most jobs were repetitive and standardized. Herzberg saw the motivational potential of giving the workers responsibility, achievement, growth in competence and recognition. He had a theory that extrinsic job facets (hygiene factors) are more related to employees’ job dissatisfaction and that intrinsic job facets (motivators) are more related to job satisfaction. His theory has not gained much empirical support (141, 144). There is more evidence that show that both intrinsic and extrinsic factors contribute to both satisfaction and dissatisfaction (141). But his work provided a ‘valuable point of departure’ (145) for research on the motivational potential of jobs, including the Job Characteristics model.

The Job characteristics model (JCM) is a job design theory introduced by Hackman and Oldham in 1976 (144), based on the earlier work of Hackman and Lawler (146). Hackman and Oldham created the Job Characteristics Model to explain the relationship between employees and their jobs (144, 146-148). They argue that the quality of this relationship has a major influence on organizational productivity. The theory argues that every job has a specific motivational potential based on five core job characteristics. Through critical psychological states (experiencing meaning, responsibility and understanding) the employees develop a sense of job satisfaction based on these job characteristics. Task identity refers to the degree to which one can see one’s work from beginning to end. Task significance refers to the degree to which one’s work is seen as important and significant. Skill variety is the extent, to which job includes tasks that require different skills and talents of the worker. Autonomy refers to the degree to which employees have control and discretion for how to conduct their job. Feedback refers to the degree to which the work itself provides feedback for how the employee is performing the job (144). According to the theory, jobs that are enriched to provide these core characteristics are likely to be more satisfying and motivating than jobs that do not provide these characteristics.

The model has received critique, especially regarding the role of critical psychological states in the model (149). The need to extend the range of variables affecting work experiences has also been emphasized (150). But strong empirical support exists for the
relationship between the five job characteristics and job satisfaction (151-153). However, most of this research was done in the 1980s and 1990s. In a more recent overview (2010) of their work and the future of work design, Oldham and Hackman write: ‘That was then. At the time, it made sense to focus on the job itself, since jobs were what people did at work and therefore surely also should be the core concept in research on work motivation, satisfaction, and productivity. But there have been some interesting developments in organizational life over the last few decades … the world of work is different than it was then, perhaps fundamentally so’ (145). But they also write: ‘The increasing popularity of self-managing teams, re-engineering, and sundry other organizational innovations, coupled with the increased flexibility in work arrangements made possible by advances in information technology, has expanded considerably the scope, challenge, and autonomy of front-line work. Professional jobs, on the other hand, appear to be shrinking, which is perverse because professionals are the people we rely on to make wise decisions in uncertain circumstances. Consider, for example … the constraints on physicians about the diagnostic tests and treatments they are allowed to select’ (145). This implies that the basic job characteristics in the model are still relevant for doctors. We choose to use this model in the discussion of our results on doctors, because of its emphasis on the intrinsic work factors in relation to job satisfaction. We have not measured the doctors’ perceptions on the five characteristics directly in our study, which limits our interpretation. Also, we have not found studies on Job characteristics model and job satisfaction among doctors. But studies among nurses (154) and hospital staff (including few doctors) (155) have shown a significant relationship between these characteristics and job satisfaction. There is some evidence that the Job Characteristics model is relevant also in the modern organizational context (145, 156).

Herzbergs’ and the Job characteristics models’ approach to the design of work is generally top-down in nature, where the employers or managers make decisions on changes in job characteristics. Oldham and Hackman believe that ‘Job crafting’ is a relevant approach to job design in the modern working environment (145). ‘Job crafting’ is and has been a popular positive psychology approach to job design in the recent years. Job crafting implies that employees continuously shape and influence the design of their jobs while performing the job (157). In previous job design theories it is the perceptions of job characteristics that are addressed whereas job crafting refers to the changes employees make in their job characteristics (158). Researchers have used the Demand-Resources theory (159) as a framework for defining which aspects of the job that employees can proactively change (160).
Job demands refer to aspects of work that require physical and/or psychological effort from the employee. Job resources refer to aspects of the job (e.g. autonomy and social support) that help the employee to achieve his/hers work goals, to reduce job demands, and to stimulate personal development (150). According to the theory these job resources have intrinsic motivational potential, in line with the Job characteristics model, as well as extrinsic motivational role (9). We have not measured ‘Job crafting’ or Demands and Resources according to the Demand-Resources theory in our studies. The Demand-Resources theory has been used more in relation to burnout and engagement and not job satisfaction, whereas the job characteristic model has been used to explain job satisfaction. We will not discuss ‘Job crafting’ further, but future studies among doctors should include this modern approach to job design and explore its effect on doctors’ job satisfaction.

1.1.4.2 Locke’s Value-Percept theory

Discrepancy theories of job satisfaction are based on the premise that job satisfaction results from the comparison between what the job provides and what the employee needs or wants from the job (161). One of the most influential discrepancy theories of job satisfaction was developed by Locke (35, 36). Locke explains high job satisfaction as a state where there is little discrepancy between what one wants in a job, which reflects the persons’ values, and what one has in a job (35, 36). Locke’s value-percept model explains job satisfaction as: Satisfaction = (want – have) × importance (36). This applies to various job facets. For example satisfaction with Pay is high if there is little discrepancy between Pay\text{\scriptsize want} - Pay\text{\scriptsize have} and if Pay is important to the employee. The theory has been criticized for the similarity between ‘want’ and ‘important’, as many people will find it difficult to distinguish the two, and thus they are likely to be highly correlated. Despite this and other limitations (161) research on Locke’s’ theory has been supportive (162).

Locke’s value-percept theory is mentioned in the person-job fit literature (161, 163). Person-job fit is a branch of Person-environmental fit theory, a central concept in organizational behavior research. This is not a very strong and valid theory, with limitations such as lack of descriptions of both elements in the fit relationship as well as the relationship with outcomes (161). But there are numerous of studies on the subject and studies have shown that person-job fit is related to job satisfaction (163). Person-job fit has been researched as 1) Demands-Abilities fit and 2) Needs-Supplies fit (163). Demands-Abilities fit refers to the fit between demands of a particular job, such as required knowledge, skills and abilities, and the
abilities of the employee, such as education, experience, knowledge and skills. The 
gravitational hypothesis (from 1972) states that employees will gravitate towards jobs that 
best fit their ability level (164, 165). The Needs-Supply fit refers to the fit between the 
employees’ goals, psychological needs, interests, and values (as described by Locke) and the 
general characteristics of an occupation, pay and other job attributes.

No studies on doctors (that we know of) have included Locke’s value-percept model. We 
want to explore, through the discussion of our results, whether this theory might be relevant in 
the understanding of doctors’ job satisfaction.

1.1.4.3 Karasek and Theorell’s Demand-Control model
Karaseks’ Demand-control model (DCM) (166) and the Effort-reward imbalance theory (ERI) 
(167), have been widely used and validated to predict stress, mental health problems and 
coronary heart disease, but as we will argue in the end of the discussion, these models might 
also be relevant in relation to doctors’ job satisfaction, in particularly during early career and 
economic recession.

In the book ‘Healthy work’ of Karasek and Theorell from 1990 (166), Karasek and 
Theorell drew a figure of the interaction of Control and Demands where the main aim was to 
explain the risk of strain and illness, see figure 4. According to the model, it is the 
combination of low control and high demands that leads to a negative stress reaction and 
hence to negative health symptoms (166). The authors also found that high demands 
combined with high control, freedom and being able to use own skills lead to satisfaction and 
motivation. A Danish paper concluded that perceived job control across different professions 
seems to be the most health promoting variable in the demand-control model, as well as it has 
a positive effect on well-being and productivity (168). Karasek and Theorell use the job of 
surgeons as an example of an active job in the upper right-hand corner of the figure (figure 4). 
For a surgeon, a difficult operation is intensely demanding, but if he or she feels a large 
measure of control and has the freedom to use available skills he/she will experience high 
levels of job satisfaction and continue to learn and grow (169). ‘Statistics Norway’ shows 
that doctors have relatively active jobs, that is, high demands and high control (SSB, LKU 
2013) (170). The Fifth European Working Conditions survey from 2010 (Eurofound) showed 
that employees in Norway experience more active job situations compared with e.g. 
employees from Eastern European countries who experience high strain jobs (high demands, 
low control) (171). This might be because of the magnitude of manufacturing industries and
hierarchical organization with strong leadership, and less autonomy among the employees. The survey also shows that German employees experience high strain jobs (171).

It has been suggested that job control in the demand-control model can come in two broad forms; 1) skill discretion and 2) decision authority (172). Skill discretion refers to the level of skill and creativity required on the job and the flexibility an employee is permitted in deciding what skills to use (e.g. opportunity to use skills, similar to job variety). Decision authority refers to the organizationally mediated potential for employees to make decisions about their work (e.g. opportunity to make decisions, similar to autonomy). Here it also should be mentioned that the Demand-Control model has been expanded with the dimension of social support, which is suggested to work as a buffer in the relationship between high demands and low control (173).

The Demand-Control model has been criticized of being simplistic and static, with too few job-related variables (174), and too much credit to the control variable (173). In response to this and in the spirit of positive psychology the Job Demands-Resources model has been developed. As mentioned, this model specifies how various job demands and job resources (intrinsic and extrinsic) can lead to burnout and engagement (174). Again, we chose to use the more simplistic Demand-Control model, because it specifies the relationship between active jobs (high demands and high control), as the jobs of doctors (170), and job satisfaction. Also, it is easier to discuss our results on doctors’ job satisfaction in the light of well-established theories with concrete variables as we have not measured such models or theories in our papers. Future studies should include theories/models in the research on doctors’ job satisfaction, where the Job Demands-Resources model is a good candidate.

\[\text{Figure 4 Karasek and Theorells’ Demand-Control model (166)}\]
1.1.4.4 Effort-Reward Imbalance model

Inspired by the demand-control model Johannes Siegrist suggested a more subjective model of work stress. His main aim was to show that imbalance between high effort spent at work and low rewards received (ERI) leads to chronic stress, including activation in neurohormonal pathways, that influences the employees’ health (mainly focus on cardiovascular health) (167). This relationship has been supported by other studies (175, 176), and ERI has been shown to be related to burnout as well (177-179). Instead of ‘task control’ in relation to demands (DCM) (166) Siegrist talks about ‘status control’ in relation to effort. Status represents the occupational position or role which is a crucial social role for most people. Threats to the continuity of occupational roles are assumed to produce sustained emotional distress. Examples of a particularly stressful working context are 1) a demanding, but unstable job and 2) achieving at high level without being offered any promotion prospects (167).

Siegrist mentions money (extrinsic) and esteem or approval (intrinsic) as important rewards. Studies have shown that physicians are highly exposed to ERI (177). Marmot, Siegrist, & Theorell point out that ‘effort-reward imbalance is frequent among service occupations and professions, in particular the ones dealing with person-based interactions’ (180). A study showed that an increase in Effort-Reward imbalance at work was related to depressive symptoms among junior physicians (181). ERI has also been shown to relate to stress among doctors (113). In relation to the effort-reward imbalance model it has also been found that overcommitted employees are at a high risk of poor well-being (178).

A study that used DCM and ERI among physicians concluded that theoretical models of psychosocial stress at work can enrich the analysis of effects of working conditions on health care quality (182). Studies have indicated that physicians’ stress according to the DC-model and ERI, is related to quality of care (182, 183). We have not measured Effort-Reward imbalance in our studies, and there is scarce evidence on the relationship between good Effort-reward balance and well-being. We found only one study among doctors that used effort and reward to predict job satisfaction (113). But this thesis has a positive psychology approach and it is interesting to reflect on the results on doctors’ job satisfaction in the light of such well-established theory on psychosocial working conditions.

1.1.5 Factors associated with doctors’ job satisfaction

In this section we will review the literature on the variables (on doctors) that we use in our studies to explain why we use these particular variables. See figure 5 for an overview over the
independent and dependent variables. There are many other variables that have been found to be related to doctors’ job satisfaction, such as social factors (184), organizational support (185) and personality (186), but because of the length of this thesis we will focus on the variables we used in our papers.

**AGE:** A review on US doctors’ job satisfaction concluded that age is likely weakly, but independently, associated with satisfaction, although interpretation is limited by the heterogeneity of the physician samples and the manner in which age is reported. The studies support a U-shaped association, with the highest satisfaction in those at the extremes of ages; however, not all studies found significant associations between age and job satisfaction among primary care physicians (102). A U-shaped association has also been found among doctors from Australia (187) and among other employees (188). Norwegian studies have found that older doctors were more satisfied in their job than younger doctors (78, 106). This has also been found among general practitioners in England (189). This might be related to more secure and permanent jobs, higher perceived competence and autonomy, and increased wages (190). There are no studies that focus on job satisfaction and age among Icelandic doctors.

**GENDER:** In the US, most studies have shown no gender differences regarding job satisfaction (102). However, one large study found differences in facets of satisfaction: women were more satisfied with relationships with colleagues and patients, but less satisfied with autonomy, pay, resources, and community relationships (191), which was supported by a review on the subject (192). Female doctors from China were found to be less satisfied in their job than male doctors, but the study sample was small and there was no further interpretation on causes (193). In England, female general practitioners, whose job satisfaction was most affected by work–home balance, were found to be more satisfied in their job than their male colleagues whose job satisfaction was most affected by demands of the job and patients’ expectations (194). More recent studies from England have confirmed that female general practitioners are more satisfied in their work than male general practitioners (104, 189). In Italy, female radiologists were less satisfied in their job than male radiologists, which was partly explained by less recognition, a perceived lack of procedural and distributive justice, and a lack of fairness in the information flow (195). Norwegian studies have shown no gender differences in the levels of job satisfaction among doctors.
(106), although one study among young physicians showed different predictors of job satisfaction, where well-being with peers was the most important predictor among male physicians and perceived clinical skills was the most important predictor among female physicians (196). No studies have focused on gender differences in job satisfaction among Icelandic doctors of all specialties. In summary, some studies have shown no gender differences in job satisfaction among doctors (US, Norway), whereas other studies have shown differences. It varies across studies which gender is more satisfied, and it appears to be different factors that predict job satisfaction among men and women.

**WORKING HOURS:** A review on job satisfaction among general practitioners showed that too many working hours and heavy workloads were related to decreased job satisfaction (197). A study of oncologists from the US showed that doctors’ well-being started to be affected when weekly working hours exceeded 60 hours (198). In Norway and Iceland, working hours are regulated by the state, but doctors often have to take on extra work so it is hard to know exactly how many hours they work each week. A study among young Norwegian doctors showed that working hours were less than 50 hours a week, decreasing with advancement in career (199). Norwegian doctors were more satisfied with their working hours than German doctors in a study among hospital doctors (31). There are no published studies on how many hours Icelandic doctors work each week and there are no studies of whether working hours among doctors in Norway and Iceland influence their job satisfaction after controlling for other relevant individual and organizational factors.

**JOB POSITION AND SPECIALTY:** Workplace conditions are important for doctors’ job satisfaction (200). Differences in job satisfaction between different job positions have been found; e.g., in the UK, hospital doctors were slightly more satisfied than general practitioners (201), while Norwegian general practitioners were more satisfied than hospital doctors (78, 106, 202). In Norway, general practitioners are highly esteemed and well paid (202). They also experience a high amount of autonomy (202), which is known to be related to high levels of job satisfaction (105). In the US, self-employed physicians (solo or group practices) were found to be more satisfied than employed physicians (by Health Maintenance Organizations and hospitals), which was partly explained by higher autonomy and decision-making power among self-employed physicians (203). This is in line with findings from Finland and New Zealand, which show that private practice physicians were more satisfied than physicians in the public sector (204, 205). Regarding areas of specialization, a study from the US found that
pediatric, geriatric, and internal medicine specialists were more satisfied in their job than family doctors (206). Obstetricians/gynecologists and neurological surgeons (among others) were less satisfied than the family doctors (206), possibly because of rising expectations for perfect birth outcomes and high medico-legal risk (206). In the same study, there was a relatively high proportion of dissatisfied physicians among those practicing certain ‘procedural’ specialties (e.g., ophthalmology and orthopedic surgery). The authors argue that the reason why ‘cognitive’ specialties, such as pediatrics and family medicine, were more satisfied than the ‘procedural’ specialties was that the ‘procedural’ specialties, especially surgical subspecialties, had experienced more payment reforms and managed care than the ‘cognitive’ specialties. The ‘procedural’ specialties experienced a change in income, autonomy, and prestige levels, which might have led to less satisfaction in the job (206). In Finland, psychiatrists were found to be less satisfied than other medical specialists, which was probably related to higher levels of patient-related stress and psychological distress (207). In Norway, internists, anesthesiologists, and gynecologists/obstetricians were found to be less satisfied than average in their job, and primary care doctors and psychiatrists were the most satisfied doctors (78). The reason for the difference in job satisfaction was not discussed by the authors, but the higher job satisfaction of primary care doctors and probably also psychiatrists is, as argued above, likely to be related to a high amount of autonomy and rate of pay (202). Why psychiatrists are the most satisfied doctors in Norway, but the least satisfied doctors in Finland is not known. This shows that the doctors’ job position and specialty is relevant to their job satisfaction. However, there is a lack of prospective studies on the subject. Despite one study among general practitioners in Finland (208), there are no prospective studies on the effect of change in job position on doctors’ job satisfaction.

**WORK-HOME INTERFACE STRESS:** In work and occupational health psychology the concept of work-family conflict or work-home interference is a well explored concept in relation to job stress. Here the source of stress is in the balance between the work and home domain whereas in the DCM and ERI theory the stress is localized in an imbalance within work. The effect of work interfering with family (work–home stress or work-family stress) has been found to be more strongly related to job satisfaction than family interfering with work (home–work stress or family-work stress) (14, 15). In our studies, we use work–home interface stress. We use a reliable and validated measurement (199), that includes the questions: ‘I am stressed by the job interfering with my family life,’ ‘I am stressed by
problems with balancing job and private life,’ and ‘I am stressed by the job interfering with my social life.’ Our measurement is based on a factor analysis (with varimax rotation) on factors from a modified version of Cooper Job Stress Questionnaire (209). These questions have been included in the NORDOC study from the beginning (1993/94) and the work-home stress measurement has been used in several studies (209, 210). All the doctors in our studies were asked to answer these questions, also those without spouse or children.

In the recent years authors have distinguished among four different dimensions underlying the work and non-work (211, 212). In addition to the negative effect of work to home conflict and home to work conflict, researchers have identified positive effect of work to home facilitation and home to work facilitation. For instance, when employees experience sufficient job resources (e.g. control) to deal with high job demands at work, they may be stimulated to learn and ‘grow’ and energy will be mobilized rather than depleted. This will facilitate their functioning in the non-work domain (211). A figure by Frone (2003) shows the direction of the interplay (work to family and family to work) on the y-axis and effect (conflict and facilitation) on the x-axis (212). This entails four squares with the four dimensions. Our measurement refers to the dimension of work to home interplay and conflict. Studies have indicated that there are different antecedents and outcomes of work-home conflict and work-home facilitation.

There are several job characteristics that seem to be related to work-home interference, such as workload and work role conflict (211). Researchers have used different theories to explain the relationship between antecedents and work-home (and home-work) interference. In our studies we do not study the antecedents of work-home stress. We measure the doctors’ stress related to the work-home interference directly and study the relation of this with their job satisfaction. Thus, in the discussion, we will use the same theories as for the other measured antecedents of job satisfaction.

The work-home interference has been identified as the most important job-stress factor among Norwegian doctors over the years after leaving medical school (199). In today’s society, people are experiencing high amounts of stress related to the balance between work and family (14, 15). Doctors are no exception (199); in fact, studies have shown higher work–home interface stress among doctors than the general population (13, 213, 214). In a Norwegian study, physicians experienced similar work–home balance stress as other occupational groups, such as lawyers and church ministers (215). A recent study among US doctors showed a decline in satisfaction with work-life balance and an increase in burnout.
between 2011-2014 (216). Studies have shown a relationship between work–home interface stress and burnout among doctors (217-219). Among Norwegian doctors, work–home stress was a predictor of emotional exhaustion in a recent five-year follow-up study (210). Among other occupations, it has been shown that work-home stress is also related to poor physical health, heavy alcohol use and turnover intentions (211). Among work-related attitudinal outcomes, job satisfaction is most frequently related to work-family conflict (16, 220). High work–home interface stress has been related to low levels of job satisfaction among doctors (12, 194) and low work–home interface stress has been related to high levels of job satisfaction among doctors (13). Therefore, this stress factor should be included and controlled for in any studies that aim to explain job satisfaction, and adjusted for when we look at change in work satisfaction over time.

COST-CONTAINMENT AT WORK: Most of the publications that deal with economic and financial incentives focus on doctors’ pay (107). But there are studies that have linked financial constraints on doctors to reduced career satisfaction (221, 222) and autonomy (223), and one study of anesthesiologists showed no effect of cost-containment on job satisfaction (224). Studies have shown that difficult working conditions as a result of limited resources and lack of medications and supplies can influence doctors’ job satisfaction (225). Also, environmental market factors have been shown to impact physician career satisfaction (226). But we lack nationwide studies about the effect of cost-containment initiatives on doctors’ job satisfaction, especially when controlled for other possible factors. Between 2008 and 2010, health expenditure in Iceland decreased by 5% per year as a result of general expenditure cuts (227). In the same period, Landspitali University Hospital reduced its costs by 16% by reducing both paid overtime and the number of doctors and nurses on call and by limiting diagnostic tests as well as other expenditure (227). It remains to be explored whether such cost-containments have affected the Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction.

1.1.6 Factors associated with doctors’ migration
Factors related to doctors’ migration are often presented as ‘push factors’ from the country of origin and ‘pull factors’ from the destination country (133, 228, 229). Push factors have been found to be more important than pull factors (133). We only look at ‘push factors’, though it would be interesting to explore which ‘pull factors’ influence the migration considerations among the Icelandic doctors. Below we will review the individual and work-related factors
that we use in our study on migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors. Some studies have shown that age, gender, job position and job satisfaction are related to doctors’ migration. No studies have explored the role of cost-containment initiatives and stress related to personal finances on migration among doctors. During the recession some Icelandic doctors worked abroad in their vacations (230), this factor might also be related to permanent migration. Below we review the literature on the variables we have used in our study.

**AGE:** Younger age was related to higher probability of having planned migration among Canadian family physicians (62). Another Canadian study showed that younger age was related to migration (231). Job satisfaction is related to migration (133), so a lower job satisfaction among younger doctors might partly explain a possible higher migration among young doctors. Age should therefore be included in all multivariate analyses regarding doctors’ migration.

**GENDER:** Research has shown that skilled-worker emigration rates are substantially higher among women than men in most developing countries (232). Women with tertiary education are more than 40% more likely to emigrate to OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries than men with tertiary degrees in Zambia, Malawi, Togo, Ghana, and Uganda, among other countries (232). A plausibly large contributor to this pattern is structural barriers to professional achievement by skilled women in their countries of origin (232). There are few studies that focus on gender difference and migration among doctors. A cross-sectional study among medical students in Addis Ababa showed that male students were more likely to say that they would like to emigrate than females (233). In Canada, male family physicians were more likely to have considered migration than their female colleagues; however, this relationship diminished when other variables were controlled for (62). In Japan, male doctors were more prone to migration than female doctors (234). Among junior doctors in the UK, there were different reasons why female and male doctors wanted to migrate. Women were more likely than men to comment that they wanted to work in medicine abroad to broaden their work experience, to do relief and voluntary work abroad, or to travel abroad for its own sake. Men were more likely than women to give reasons related to perceived underfunding and poor facilities in the UK, generally poor working conditions, and low levels of job satisfaction (235). In summary, there are studies that show gender differences in relation to migration among doctors; male doctors being more prone to migration than female doctors. There seem to be different factors that predict
migration among male and female doctors. All studies on migration among doctors should control for gender.

**JOB POSITION AND SPECIALTY**: In Canada, family physicians were less likely to move than other specialists (231). In Ghana, house officers and medical officers were more likely to intend to migrate than residents, specialists, and consultants (63). This was likely because house and medical officers were younger and it is common that younger doctors seek career advancement abroad (63). There was no difference in migration intentions between government employers and private employers in the same study (63). Because there are different political systems and health-care services in different countries, the effect of job position should also be studied within each country and its health-care system.

**JOB SATISFACTION**: Job dissatisfaction has been found to be related to doctors’ migration (62, 133, 225, 236). When explored in detail, satisfaction with salaries often stands out as the major factor influencing migration (63), though factors such as recognition are also of importance (225). In Canada, dissatisfaction with professional life was the most important predictor of planned international migration among family doctors (62). In the UK, job dissatisfaction was related to migration intentions in both female and male junior doctors (235). We lack studies on whether job satisfaction is of importance with respect to migration among doctors, especially when controlled for other economic and financial factors.

**COST-CONTAINMENT AT WORK**: Poor working conditions related to lack of economic resources have also been shown to be related to migration among doctors (133, 139, 225). Resource availability influenced both job satisfaction and migration among South African doctors working in rural regions (133). The working conditions in Serbia were influenced by an economic downturn in the 1990s followed by an increase in doctors’ migration (139). Serbian doctors still migrate to more economically stable countries where the doctors perceive the working conditions to be better and the health-care systems more effective (139). A desire for increased access to enhanced technology, equipment, and health facilities is a known motivational factor for migration among doctors (237). About 40% of doctors who were considering leaving the UK cited working conditions as being important (235). However, it is not known whether recession and related factors influence doctors’ contemplation of moving and working abroad (136).
**STRESSED BY PERSONAL FINANCES:** Financial motivation and rates of pay are some of the most cited factors related to doctors’ migration, although many studies also point to the role of career development and learning and training possibilities among doctors (133, 136, 238-242). One study showed that 90.8% of doctors from Colombia, Nigeria, India, Pakistan and the Philippines rated a desire for higher income or more buying power as a highly significant motivating factor for migration (237). In a study among doctors who had migrated from South Pacific island nations, 46% indicated income was a major reason for moving. In Europe, there are major differences in salaries between countries. For example, an Estonian doctor can earn six times more in Finland while a Romanian general practitioner can earn 10 times more in France (136). In 2009, a 25% cut in the salaries of health-care professionals in Romania led to an increase in the number of doctors seeking work abroad (136). The opposite was observed in Poland, Lithuania, and Slovenia, where an increase in annual salary diminished the outflow of medical doctors (139). In Iceland, doctors have to achieve their specialist training abroad (except general practitioners and psychiatrists). Many specialists return to Iceland in considerable debt and many take up additional loans in order to settle down. Between 2008 and 2009, the salaries of Icelandic doctors increased by only 3.7% (243), during which time the consumer price index increased by 27% (122). In the same period, the doctors stopped getting paid overtime (227). Therefore, it is likely that the economic crisis affected doctors’ private lives, and concerns about personal finances may have influenced their decision to migrate. However, since other factors may also be of importance, the roles of cost containment and personal finances should be controlled for other factors and confounders in multiple regression models.

**WORKING ABROAD DURING VACATIONS:** Available training opportunities vary considerably across Europe (136). Training and career opportunities influence doctors’ migration considerations, either temporarily or for a long period of time (136). Some Icelandic specialist doctors work abroad during vacations, which is often where they became specialists (230). It is not known how many specialists work abroad during vacations, but their numbers are likely to have increased during the recession given that doctors get paid two or three times more in countries such as Norway and Sweden (230). Studies among nurses have shown that new forms of temporary migration have developed more recently, where workers maintain family and work lives in separate countries, either migrating for short periods or working abroad for a few days at a time while retaining positions in their own
countries (244, 245). Such temporary work abroad among doctors might influence their consideration of permanent migration, and this should also be taken into account in a study of migration considerations among doctors.
1.2 Research model including all dependent and independent variables

**Individual factors:**
- Age
- Gender

**Work-related factors:**
- Working hours
- Job position
- Work–home stress

**Economic factors:**
- Cost-containment at work
- Stressed by personal finances
- Working abroad in vacations

- Course of job satisfaction
- Cross-national comparison of job satisfaction
- Job satisfaction during recession
- Migration considerations

*Paper I*
*Paper II*
*Paper II*
*Paper III*
1.3 Aims

Our main aims were to explore:

1) The course of doctors’ job satisfaction from early to mid-career;

2) The level of doctors’ job satisfaction during recession by prerecession and cross-national comparisons;

3) Whether doctors facing recession have considered migration; and

4) Relevant predictors/associated factors of: 1) change in job satisfaction, 2) job satisfaction during recession, and 3) migration considerations.
1.4 Research questions

To obtain these aims, we explored the following research questions:

a) What is the course of job satisfaction among Norwegian doctors over a five-year period, from early to mid-career? (Paper I)

b) Was there a difference in the job satisfaction of doctors working at Landspitali University Hospital (the main hospital in Iceland) before and during the economic recession? (Paper II)

c) How does job satisfaction among Icelandic doctors compare with job satisfaction among Norwegian doctors, including when adjusted for age, gender, workplace, and work hours? (Paper II)

d) Have specialist doctors working in the Icelandic health-care system considered moving and working abroad? (Paper III)

e) Which work-related factors influence the job satisfaction of doctors from early to mid-career, including when controlled for relevant individual factors? (Paper I)

f) Is work–home stress related to job satisfaction among Norwegian and Icelandic doctors? (Papers I and II)

g) Is cost-containment at work associated with job satisfaction and migration considerations among Icelandic doctors? (Papers II and III)

h) Is stress related to personal finances associated with migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors? (Paper III)
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Material and study design

Table 1 shows the description of the study samples. The material in Paper I is from a longitudinal national cohort of all physicians who graduated from the four medical schools in Norway in 1993 and 1994 (N = 631), the Young Doctor Cohort of The Longitudinal Study of Norwegian Medical Students and Doctors (NORDOC). This cohort has been surveyed by postal questionnaires at five stages over a period of 15 years, and the sixth follow-up took place in 2014. The NORDOC focuses on mental health, well-being, and work among Norwegian doctors. In addition to the present Young Doctor Cohort, NORDOC also includes the Medical Student Cohort (N = 421), which consists of all students that entered Norwegian medical schools in 1993. The survey includes quite comprehensive questionnaires of 30–40 pages each, which have been distributed every fifth year over the last stages. Results from the first five stages have been described previously (199, 246, 247). At the baseline in 1993 and 1994, 83% of subjects (522/631) responded. The first paper of the present thesis includes the results from the fourth and the fifth stage surveys in the Young Doctor Cohort: T1 (2003), 10 years after graduation, and T2 (2008), 15 years after graduation, with only the respondents who participated in both surveys, 2003 and 2008, being included in the data analyses. The response rates were 75% (390/522) at T1 and 65% (338/522) at T2, while 59% (306/522) responded at both time points.

The material in Papers II and III is from a cross-sectional web-based survey conducted among 96% (n=1024) of all working physicians in Iceland between March and May 2010, who had registered their email address with the Icelandic Medical Association. The response rate was 61% (622/1024). Paper III includes only the specialist doctors, which represents 55% of all specialist doctors working in Iceland in March 2010 (n = 467/846). The Norwegian data in Paper II is from a representative sample of 1521 active doctors, from a 2010 postal survey by the Institute for Studies of the Medical Profession (LEFO) in Oslo (former Research Institute of the Norwegian Medical Association). The response rate was 67% (1025/1522). The data is from the panel study, which is the prospective and longitudinal part of the Norwegian Physicians’ Survey. This survey is repeated biennially and has generated data for several previous studies (248-250). In Paper II, we also conducted a historical comparison using a sample of Icelandic doctors working at the Landspitali University Hospital in March 2003. This was a postal survey conducted by the Administration of Occupational Health and
Safety in Iceland (251) with a response rate of 59% (345/581). The doctors who worked at Landspitali University Hospital in our study represented 62% (n = 343/552) of the doctors working there.

Table 1 Description of the study samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year of study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2003 and 2008</td>
<td>Young Doctor Cohort* (NORDOC)</td>
<td>59% (n = 306/522)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Prospective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>All doctors</td>
<td>61% (n = 622/1024)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>All doctors (panel study)</td>
<td>67% (n = 1025/1522)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Landspitali Hospital doctors</td>
<td>59% (n = 345/581)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Landspitali Hospital doctors</td>
<td>62% (n = 343/552)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Specialist doctors</td>
<td>55% (n = 467/846)</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Migration</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All Norwegian medical students graduating in 1993 and 1994

2.2 Dependent variables

2.2.1 Job satisfaction

Job satisfaction was measured with the 10-item Job Satisfaction Scale constructed by Warr et al. (1979) (42), which employed a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = ‘extremely dissatisfied’ to 7 = ‘extremely satisfied.’ The scale was originally developed and used among different British occupations, where there were originally 15 items (42); these were reduced to 10 items by Cooper et al. because of five items irrelevant for doctors (194). The validity and reliability of the scale is known to be satisfactory (42, 252). Cronbach’s α in our samples were 0.86 at T1 (2003) and 0.83 at T2 (2008) in the NORDOC sample (Paper I), 0.90 in the Icelandic sample (2010, all doctors) and 0.87 in the Norwegian panel study sample (2010) (Paper II). The scale has previously been validated in studies on physicians from Norway, Germany, the US, New Zealand, Australia, and the UK, among others (31, 33, 106, 252-255).
The scale includes both intrinsic and extrinsic elements of job satisfaction (42), such as ‘How satisfied are you with…the amount of variety in your job’ and ‘…the amount of responsibility you are given’ (intrinsic), and ‘…your rate of pay’ and ‘…your working hours’ (extrinsic). We used the total sum score of the 10 items as the job satisfaction measure. In Paper I, we used the change in job satisfaction from T1 to T2 as our dependent variable, and this was calculated as job satisfaction total score at T2 minus job satisfaction total score at T1. In Paper II, we analyzed each of the items separately when comparing Icelandic and Norwegian doctors, which has also been done in other studies (31, 33), in addition to using the whole scale. In the study of difference in job satisfaction before (2003) and during (2010) the economic recession among doctors working at the Landspitali University Hospital (Paper II) we used one item, ‘How satisfied are you with your job?’, measured on a ten-point Likert scale (i.e., 1–10, where 10 indicated the highest satisfaction level). A one-item instrument may produce less reliable results than a multi-item instrument.

2.2.2 Consideration of moving abroad

In Paper III, we used the question: ‘Have you considered moving and working abroad?’ as a dependent variable. Precoded responses were: 1) ‘No’; 2) ‘Yes, I have considered it, but for various reasons, it is not possible’; 3) ‘Yes, I have considered it’; and 4) ‘Yes, I am moving abroad in the next two years.’ Before the logistic regression, the variable was recoded into 1 = 0, and 2, 3, 4 = 1, to categorize those who had considered moving and those who had not. We also did a validation logistic regression where we recoded 1 and 2 as 0, and 3 and 4 as 1, to categorize those who had considered moving and were able to do so vs. those who were not able or had not considered it. Other studies have measured migration considerations with a single item, which validates this variable to some extent (235, 256), but the reliability of the data from this variable may be questioned because it uses only a single item.

2.3 Independent variables

2.3.1 Age and gender

In Paper I, age was measured as a continuous variable in years. In Papers II and III, age was categorized into nine groups: 1) 29 years and below; 2) 30–34 years; 3) 35–39 years; 4) 40–44 years; 5) 45–49 years; 6) 50–54 years; 7) 55–59 years; 8) 60–64 years; and 9) 65 years or more. This categorization was done to make it harder to identify individuals for the sake of
secrecy in the small population of Icelandic doctors. Gender was coded as 1 for women and 2 for men in all papers.

2.3.2 Weekly work hours

In Paper I, the number of work hours per week was measured as a continuous variable. We used the question: ‘How long is your contractual working time in hours each week in your main job?’ The difference between T1 and T2 was used to predict any reduction in work hours over the period.

In Papers II and III, the number of weekly work hours for the Icelandic doctors was estimated from the sum of three variables: working hours according to the ‘employment contract’ in the main position, working hours per week in extra ‘part-time jobs’, and all ‘overdue’ hours per month, divided by 30.5 and multiplied by 7. In Norway, the number of hours was elicited directly through the question: ‘In a regular working week, including all part-time jobs, how many hours do you work?’ Although we did not have exactly the same variables in the two countries, this method yielded the best available estimates for comparison. However, this is a weakness of our study, and comparisons of the weekly work hours should be made with caution.

2.3.3 Job position

A difference in job satisfaction between different job positions has been found; e.g., in the UK, hospital doctors were slightly more satisfied than general practitioners (201), while among Norwegian doctors, general practitioners were more satisfied than hospital doctors (106). Differences in job satisfaction between employed and self-employed workers (203), and between public and private physicians (204) have also been found. In Paper I, we categorized job positions into eight different categories: general practitioners, chief specialists in hospitals, senior house officers (SHO), research work/teaching, private practitioners, administration, public health officers, and other occupation/on leave. We then examined the job position data further to determine whether there was a difference between those who stayed in the same position (e.g., general practitioners at both time points) and those who changed positions from T1 to T2. To control for physicians who changed their position from SHO we created two so-called dummy variables, one for SHO (at T1) who changed position (to any other position at T2), and the other for those who changed position from any position
except SHO between T1 to T2, using those who remained in the same position at T1 and T2 as the reference category (or base).

In Papers II and III, the doctors were categorized into hospital doctors, general practitioners, private practice specialists, and others (doctors who work in health authorities, specialized institutions outside hospitals, or universities), with private practice specialists as the reference group. As mentioned, we used only specialist doctors in Paper III.

2.3.4 Work–home stress

The work–home stress variable measured in Papers I and II consisted of a sum score of three items: ‘I am stressed by the job interfering with my family life,’ ‘I am stressed by problems with balancing job and private life,’ and ‘I am stressed by the job interfering with my social life.’ The degree of stress was scored on a five-point scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). In the Norwegian sample of Paper I, Cronbach’s α was 0.83 and in Paper II, Cronbach’s α was 0.91 in the Icelandic sample. This variable is based on factor analyses of a modified version of Cooper’s job stress Questionnaire (194, 246), which has previously been validated (199). In Paper I, this variable was used to measure the difference between T1 and T2 (reduction or increase in work–home stress).

2.3.5 Job dissatisfaction

A reversed version of the Job Satisfaction Scale (10 questions, used as dependent variables in the first two papers) was used as an independent variable in Paper III. The variable was dichotomized; those on the median or more satisfied than the median were coded 0 and those less satisfied than the median were coded 1.

2.3.6 Influence of cost-containment initiatives on work

There are no studies that have used cost-containment initiatives as an independent variable in relation to job satisfaction or migration considerations. Therefore, we made this variable. The variable needs validation in future studies. We asked the Icelandic doctors in Papers II and III to respond to the following statement and exact wording: ‘I find that cost-containment initiatives (e.g., limited selection of devices and equipment) influence my work.’ Response alternatives were: 1) ‘strongly disagree’; 2) ‘disagree’; 3) ‘neither agree nor disagree’; 4) ‘agree’; and 5) ‘strongly agree’. In Paper III, the response categories were recoded into two
groups: strongly disagree, disagree, and neither agree nor disagree were coded 0, and agree and strongly agree were coded 1.

2.3.7 Worries about personal finances

According to Voydanoff, economic stress refers to aspects of economic life that are potential stressors for employees and their families, regarding employment and income (257). One such economic stressor is called economic strain. Voydanoff describes economic strain as perceived financial adequacy, financial concerns and worries, and adjustment to change in financial status (257). In Paper III, we asked the question: ‘How stressful are worries about personal finances for you?’ The response alternatives were: 1) ‘not stressful’; 2) ‘slightly stressful’; 3) ‘stressful’; 4) ‘quite stressful’; and 5) ‘very stressful’. This variable was translated from the NORDOC questionnaire. It has never been used as an independent variable in a scientific paper. There are no studies that we know of that have used such variable in relation to migration considerations and thus it needs validation in future studies.

2.3.8 Working abroad during vacations

In answer to our question in Paper III, ‘Do you work for other employers in vacations?’, respondents chose between: 1) ‘No’; 2) ‘Yes, in Iceland’; and 3) ‘Yes, abroad’. The first two of these were coded 0 and the last was coded 1. This variable also needs to be validated in future studies. This variable and the other two economic variables are single item variables so the reliability of the data from them may be questioned.

2.4 Statistical analyses

In Paper I, we tested differences in job satisfaction between the two time points in the means of continuous variables using a paired sample t-test. We used one-way ANOVA (post hoc = Tukey) to test any difference between physicians’ positions in job satisfaction. Blockwise linear multiple regression (forced entry) analyses were performed to test the effects of the predictor variables on job satisfaction. The predictors were entered in three blocks to study their relative impact, with age and gender in the first block, change in job position and change in working hours in the second block, and change in work–home stress in the third block. The relative impact of each block was tested by explained variance (adjusted $R^2$).

In Paper II, we tested differences in job satisfaction means between the two countries using Student’s t-test. ANOVA analyses were performed to control for age, gender, work hours, and
work position. We used multiple linear regressions with job satisfaction as the dependent variable among the Icelandic doctors to identify significant predictors (associations). Before we did regression analysis, we checked that our Norwegian and Icelandic data were normally distributed. The Job Satisfaction Scale ranges from extremely dissatisfied to extremely satisfied, which facilitates the normal distribution. We estimated the differences in satisfaction (sum score, and each of the 10 items) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d: 0.02–0.49 = small effect; 0.50–0.79 = moderate effect; 0.80 and above = large effect) (258).

In Paper III, multiple logistic regression analysis was performed to study the predictor variables of migration considerations.

In all three papers, we chose a significance level of 5%, with 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the estimates. IBM SPSS Statistics version 18 (Paper I) and 20 (Papers II and III) was used for the statistical analyses.

2.5 Methodological considerations

2.5.1 Sampling procedures

It is known that it is hard to get doctors to answer to surveys (259). Several studies among doctors have very low response rates (around and below 30%), but nevertheless are published and cited by several papers in high-impact journals (214, 218, 260, 261). Comprehensive work was conducted in the beginning of the NORDOC survey period (in 1993/1994). When the NORDOC was launched, the Norwegian Medical Association and the researchers had meetings with all four universities and all classes that were included in the study, and the researchers met in person with the students in their lecture rooms. Students at each university were appointed as contact persons. In addition, there was a campaign in the Journal of the Norwegian Medical Association. At the five-year follow-up, the cohorts were sent a letter with a publication list of articles and theses produced since the preceding wave of the postal survey. All this may have developed high loyalty in the NORDOC cohorts because about 60–70% have responded (and filled out the quite comprehensive questionnaires of about 30 pages each).

In the beginning of the panel study, a representative sample of 2000 doctors was sent a letter inviting them to be a part of the panel. One thousand two-hundred seventy-two doctors (64%) returned the letter with written concern to participate. The panel has been expanded four times, where retired doctors are removed and young doctors added, keeping the representativeness with regard to age, gender and work situation. The panel now consists of
about 1600 doctors. The continuing high response rate in the panel is partly due to a lot of published papers from the sample, which are available to participants on a website made for the publications from the panel data. One year every participant received a Christmas card from the researchers. The questionnaires are printed and distributed by regular mail, with at least two reminders.

The high response rate (61%) in the Icelandic study was also achieved through hard work. The dr. philos. candidate stayed in Iceland for 9 months in relation to the Icelandic study (2009/2010). The study was prepared with a focus on getting as many doctors as possible to answer to the survey: 1) The questions: Researchers behind the study of Health and Organisation among University hospital Physicians in Europe were contacted because they struggled to get Icelandic hospital doctors to answer to their survey in 2004 (gained a response rate of 47.8%) (262). The doctors at that time thought the questions were too personal (e.g., too much focus on mental health), so we included only a limited amount of such questions in our study. It is known that perceived relevance of a survey is important to the response rate among doctors (263) and most of the questions in our survey focused on the doctors’ working conditions, which we assumed were relevant for the doctors because of the economic crisis. 2) Length of the survey: It is known that short questionnaires increase response rates among doctors (259). Our questionnaire comprised 102 questions, and we emphasized that it would take no more than 20 minutes to answer the questionnaire. After the survey was sent out the first time, we realized that we probably should have shortened the questionnaire to get an even higher number of doctors to answer. 3) Cover letter: Personalized cover letters are associated with higher physician response (263). We sent letters with the survey to emphasize its importance. Representatives of the Icelandic Medical Association, the Association of the Landspitali Doctors, the Directorate of Health and the Department of Research and Occupational Health all approved and signed the cover letter.

Other measures to gain an increased response rate in the Icelandic survey were: 1) direct contact with the doctors, which is known to be related to improved physician response (263). Doctors were given information about the survey and previous findings from Norwegian and other relevant studies (along with some chocolate) on morning meetings at hospitals and primary care health clinics (around 15 clinics) and the largest private practice clinics in Reykjavik; 2) posters with a reminder to complete the survey were posted at various places at the hospital in Reykjavik and Akureyri (the second largest hospital in Iceland); 3) a television advertisement with a picture and text and a professional voice reminding the doctors to
complete the survey was screened immediately before the afternoon news, six times during two weeks 4) a website was produced, where various important people, including the director of the Icelandic Medical Association, wrote short articles, encouraging the doctors to complete the survey, and where we updated the response rate every day.

Our methods of encouraging the Icelandic doctors to complete the survey may have influenced the results in some way. For example, primary care clinics in rural areas did not achieve information meetings, but these primary care physicians completed the survey, and the data are representative for all doctors in Iceland, with minor exceptions. It should be mentioned that though we have high response rate compared to many studies on doctors (especially prospective studies), the response rate is not optimal and there are studies with considerably higher response rates. For instance, we do not know if the 39 % of the Icelandic doctors that have not answered the survey differ from the doctors in our study in ways that we have not accounted for.

2.5.2 Study design and bias – Strengths and limitations

2.5.2.1 All samples

The major strengths in our samples were the relatively high response rates for doctor samples. We also did several attrition analyses on the main variables (job satisfaction), which showed that the data were representative with regards to gender, age, and specialties to a large extent (see more detailed descriptions of each of the samples below). This strengthened the representativeness of our data and minimized the risk of selection bias. Nevertheless, the nonresponders may differ from the responders in both the outcome measures and the independent variable measures. For example, doctors who have high pressure at work (and/or at home) may not take the time to answer to such surveys, and doctors who feel satisfied and easygoing may not be interested in a survey focusing on distress and poor mental health. There may also be type II errors in our samples, i.e., false negative findings (e.g., no effect of gender), because the sample sizes were not large (compared to studies from the US (102)) and therefore reduced statistical power in the multiple regression analyses. However, our findings are consistent with those of larger studies, e.g., regarding gender and job satisfaction (102), which strengthens our findings.

There may be several confounders in our analysis. Despite our use of multiple regressions to control for these confounders, variables beyond our focus might have affected the
relationships between our predictors and outcomes. These include mental health variables. There is a relatively high level of burnout and depressive symptoms among doctors (214) that may have influenced their job perceptions. Another aspect of internal validity is reciprocal causation in our cross-sectional analysis. For example, in Paper II, the doctors who are less satisfied in their job in general might be more vulnerable for cost-containment at work and experience more stress relating to balancing work and home. Therefore, our findings should be replicated in prospective studies, and their predictive validity confirmed in order to identify any possible causation. In Paper I, reciprocal causation is less likely because of the prospective design. There are also limitations regarding application of our results in other countries (external validity). There are many similarities between the Nordic countries; they all have strong sociodemocratic traditions with mainly publicly financed health services. Our findings might be applicable to these countries to some extent, but as we see in our study, the doctors have different perceptions regarding such things as their working environment and salaries. In addition, the Nordic countries are quite different from other countries, where working hours are not as well regulated and the structure of the health-care systems may differ widely (28). For example, the lack of effect of number of working hours per week on the Norwegian and Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction would probably not be found in a country with less regulated and longer hours. This applies, for instance, to North America, where there are higher number of working hours per week in direct patient care among the doctors than in Norway (28). Our findings need replication from longitudinal and comparison studies in other countries. A limitation of the cross-national comparison study is that the Icelandic study was electronic and the comparable Norwegian study was by mail. But it has been shown that there is no difference in the quality of data or responses to the survey between the two survey methods (264), so it is unlikely this affected our results.

### 2.5.2.2 The NORDOC sample

The NORDOC study is one of the most cited studies among doctors, and the largest representative longitudinal study among doctors over such a long time. But one limitation is that the sample does not include doctors who work in Norway but who have graduated from other countries, which is currently a great part of the Norwegian doctor workforce. About 70% of the doctors who were licensed in Norway over the last year have had their undergraduate training abroad (most often in Europe). It should also be taken into account that the doctors in the cohort graduated some years ago, in 1993 and 1994. Doctors who have
graduated more recently might perceive their work situation differently when moving from early to mid-career. Also, five years, which we use in our paper (Paper I), is a long time window, and we may have missed important information in the years between the two time points. Our dependent variable in Paper I, change in job satisfaction, was calculated as job satisfaction total score at T2 minus job satisfaction total score at T1. This generates less reliable results than if we had controlled for baseline because there is a high correlation between job satisfaction at T1 and T2. Therefore, the reliability of the change score is rather low (265). Also, doctors with low job satisfaction at T1 are likely to have obtained higher job satisfaction at T2. If an independent variable is correlated with the lower job satisfaction at T1, it will likely have a negative relationship with the T2 minus T1 score (the regression is towards the mean of T2 minus T1) (266). But the fact that our independent variables also reflect a change between T1 and T2 strengthen the reliability of our results. In the Young Doctor Cohort (the sample we used), there was a gender bias at baseline, with fewer men (79%) than women (87%) responding (p < 0.01) (267). This might have affected our results, but the lack of gender difference in relation to dependent and independent variables minimizes the effect of this bias.

2.5.2.3 Panel study

This panel of doctors consists of doctors who have agreed by letter to participate in the panel study. This means that all the doctors that receive the survey at each time have already agreed to participate and therefore their motivation to participate is greater than average. This might explain the relatively high response rate and might have led to selection bias. The respondents are representative when it comes to gender, job, and specialties, but are slightly older than average (because newly graduated doctors are not included every year).

2.5.2.4 Icelandic sample: All doctors in Iceland in 2010

The Icelandic study that was sent out to all the doctors in March 2010 is a cross-sectional study. This means that we cannot make inferences about the causal effects of the statistically significant predictor variables. We have tried to minimize for confounding by controlling for relevant variables. Also, our sample represents 58% of all doctors working in Iceland (61% response rate among 96% of all doctors), and the specialists represent 55% of all specialist doctors working in Iceland. This means we lack responses from 42% of the doctors. With regard to selection bias, when comparing our data with the autumn 2010 data received from
the Icelandic Medical Association, there is a small overrepresentation of young doctors in our sample (see Table 2).

**Table 2 Age distribution in our 2010 sample compared with all doctors in Iceland in 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Our study spring 2010 (n = 622)</th>
<th>All doctors in Iceland autumn 2010 (n = 1073)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Younger doctors are known to be less satisfied in their jobs than older doctors (78, 106); therefore, this might have influenced our results to some extent, though the age difference is not that prominent. In addition, we controlled for age in all our analyses so our results are unlikely to have been affected by this small difference. In our sample, 37% were women, whereas the autumn 2010 data from the Icelandic Medical Association comprised 32% women among the doctors in Iceland. Women made up 30% of our sample of specialists in Paper III, although only 25% of the specialists working in the country in March 2010 were female. This means that there is a selection bias towards women in our sample. It is unlikely that this affected our results, as we found no gender difference in job satisfaction, and all Norwegian and most international studies have previously shown no gender differences when it comes to doctors’ job satisfaction (102, 106). Studies that have shown gender differences (193-195) indicate that it is the women who are less satisfied than men. If the female doctors in Iceland were less satisfied than the male doctors it would be even more prominent in our data with the overrepresented female population. In relation to migration considerations, it is also unlikely that the overrepresentation of women in our sample affects the results, as few migration studies show gender differences (62, 233), and these diminish when controlled for other variables (62). As regards other selection bias, all specialties are well represented; there is no difference in the percentage of doctors in each specialty in our sample compared with all working doctors in Iceland at the time of the study.
2.5.2.5 Landspitali University Hospital sample from 2003

When comparing a sample of Landspitali University Hospital doctors from 2003 with the hospital doctors in our 2010 Icelandic sample, we found there was no significant difference in the number of doctors within each specialty and that the age distribution was quite similar in the two samples (25% were 55 years or older in 2010 vs. 26% in 2003). This supports the validity of comparing these two samples over the seven years. Nevertheless, this comparison analysis is limited by not being a prospective cohort analysis. The respondents at the two time points might differ in many ways and we did not control for aspects such as gender or working hours in our analysis.

2.5.3 Reliability

Reliability refers to how precise and trustable the data are, and how much they could change if the observations were repeated. Internal consistency reliability is typically quantified by Cronbach’s $\alpha$. Coefficients over 0.70 indicate that more than 70% of the variance in an index is accounted for by the underlying phenomenon and is generally considered good enough. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ in our multi-item measures of job satisfaction and work–home interface stress was over 0.80, which means that the internal consistency in our sample data was quite good. This decreases the risk of making type II errors (false negative effect). On the other hand, the use of a single item as a dependent variable in Paper III (migration considerations) creates a reliability problem and a risk of type II error. The nonsignificant independent variables in Paper III (gender and job position) are far from significant, which diminishes (but does not exclude) this risk. Intermethod reliability refers to the extent to which results are the same when different methods or instruments are used. In Paper II, where we compared Icelandic and Norwegian doctors, the Icelandic doctors responded to a web-based survey while the Norwegian doctors completed a postal survey. Studies have shown that there is no difference in the quality of data or responses to surveys between the two methods (264), so it is unlikely that this has affected our results.

2.5.4 Validity

While reliability says something about precision of the data, validity is a measure of the accuracy of an instrument; whether an instrument measures what it is supposed to measure. There are different types of test validity; content validity, criterion validity and construct
validity. Content validity: The Job Satisfaction Scale covers both intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of job satisfaction and has, as we will discuss further, been validated in several studies among physicians around the world (31, 33, 106, 252-255). The migration consideration item and the cost-containment item were added by the authors and are therefore less valid. If other studies using similar measurements found similar results, this would strengthen the validity of the items. Criterion validity: Criterion validity refers to the instrument’s correlation or overlap with other measures of the same phenomenon, either at present (concurrent validity), in the future (predictive validity), or in the past (retrospective validity). As regards predictive validity, the finding in Paper I, that those with changes in job positions predicted an increase in job satisfaction over five years, can be seen as validation of this predictor. This also applies to the reduction in work–home stress, which showed predictive validity with regards to increased job satisfaction. Our Job Satisfaction Scale results are similar to those of other studies that have used other measurements of doctors’ job satisfaction, and will be considered in more detail in the discussion. These results indicate that the Job Satisfaction Scale has good content and criterion validity. Regarding migration consideration, no other studies have used exactly the same instrument as we used, which leads to low validity. But other studies have used measurements on intentions and considerations to migrate (62, 63, 136, 233, 235, 237), which validate our measure to some extent. Construct validity: Construct validity is related to the theoretical ideas behind the phenomenon under consideration. For example, this may apply to a defined and validated category such as ‘clinical depression,’ which has been validated by many studies and in many samples. Our measure of ‘job satisfaction’ approaches such a construct, as many studies in different populations have confirmed this construct to be relatively valid. However, there is no gold standard and a construct is usually validated towards a gold standard. Job satisfaction and life satisfaction are two different measurements of subjective well-being. A Norwegian study that used the Job Satisfaction Scale found that physicians were more satisfied in their jobs than nurses (92). On the other hand, another study among Norwegian physicians found that they were less satisfied with life than the general population (86). This indicates that job satisfaction and life satisfaction are two distinct constructs or domains, as supported by Heller et al. (10). A study on both job and life satisfaction among doctors from the same country compared with employees with similar university degree is needed.
3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

3.1 Paper I

The impact of change in a doctor’s job position: a five-year cohort study of job satisfaction among Norwegian doctors.

Objectives: This paper aimed to study the course of job satisfaction among doctors from their early career (tenth postgraduate year, T1) to their midcareer (fifteenth postgraduate year. T2). We also wanted to explore whether a change in a doctor’s job position influenced their job satisfaction over a five-year period when controlled for individual and organizational factors.

Findings: The mean value of job satisfaction increased from 51.6 (SD = 9.0) to 53.4 (SD = 8.2) (paired t-test, $t = 3.8, p < 0.001$). General practitioners showed the highest levels of job satisfaction. Doctors who stayed in the same position (42%) over the five-year period experienced no change in job satisfaction. Doctors who changed position during the period (58%) experienced an increase in job satisfaction, from 49.5 (SD = 8.4) to 52.9 (SD = 7.5) (paired t-test, $t = 5.2, p < 0.001$). In a multiple regression model, the significant predictors of increase in job satisfaction were change in position from SHO to any other position (40% of all the doctors, $\beta = 2.83, p < 0.001$), any change in position (from any position except SHO, 18% of all the doctors) ($\beta = 4.18, p < 0.01$) and reduction in work–home interface stress ($\beta = 1.04, p < 0.001$), controlled for age, gender and work hours. The work–home interface stress reduced from 7.7 (SD = 3.1) at T1 to 6.9 (SD = 3.1) at T2 (the lowest possible response being 3 and the highest 15). There was a significant reduction in number of work hours over the years, from 43.3 hours per week in the tenth postgraduate year to 41.9 hours per week in the fifteenth postgraduate year, but this reduction did not predict an increase in job satisfaction.

Conclusion: An increase in job satisfaction over a five-year period among doctors in their mid-career was predicted by a change in job position and a reduction in work–home stress. This has implications with respect to career advice for young doctors. Doctors who are less satisfied with their jobs should change their position.
3.2 Paper II

Cross-national comparison of job satisfaction in doctors during economic recession.

**Objectives:** The aim of this study was to examine Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction during the recent economic crisis that started in 2008 1) by comparison with Norwegian doctors, 2) by comparison with available Icelandic data prior to the recession, 3) and to study the effect of cost-containment initiatives on job satisfaction when controlled for other variables.

**Findings:** In 2010, Icelandic doctors were less satisfied in their jobs than were Norwegian doctors (mean = 47.7 [sum score with a minimum 10 and maximum 70], SD = 10.9 vs. mean = 53.2, SD = 8.5; t = 10.8, d = 0.56, p < 0.001). Of the individual job satisfaction items, the largest differences were on satisfaction with rate of pay (Cohen’s d = 1.07, large effect size, p < 0.001), satisfaction with opportunity to use own skills (d = 0.58, p < 0.001), and satisfaction with work hours (d = 0.56, p < 0.001). Icelandic doctors worked 46.9 hours per week and Norwegian doctors worked 43.5 hours per week (t = 6.47, p < 0.001). Norwegian doctors were also more satisfied with their working environment (d = 0.42, p < 0.001), recognition for good achievements (d = 0.41, p < 0.001), overall job situation (d = 0.35, p < 0.001), freedom to choose own methods of working (d = 0.27, p < 0.001), and colleagues (d = 0.14, p < 0.01). There was no difference between the two countries in the satisfaction with the responsibility given and variety at work. Icelandic University Hospital doctors were less satisfied during the recession (2010) (mean = 6.7 [on a scale from 1 to 10]; SD = 2.0), than prior to it (2003) (mean = 7.2, SD = 1.7; t = 3.89, p < 0.001). Seventy-seven percent of the Icelandic doctors felt that cost-control measures influenced their work. A multiple regression analysis found that this negatively affected their overall job satisfaction (β = −1.37, p < 0.001), and the effect remained after controlling for other factors. Other factors that were associated with higher job satisfaction were older age (p < 0.05), job position (semi-private practice physicians had higher job satisfaction than doctors in hospitals and general practice, p < 0.001) and work–home interface stress (p < 0.001). The mean work–home interface stress was 8.3 (SD = 3.1) (the lowest possible response being 3 and the highest 15) and there was a gender difference where women experienced more such stress (mean = 8.8, SD = 3.1) than the men did (mean = 8.1, SD = 3.0; t = 2.91, p < 0.01). There was no significant effect of the number of working hours on job satisfaction.
Conclusions: Doctors’ job satisfaction was lower in Iceland than in Norway, and this may partly be due to the economic recession. This notion is supported by a historical sample of Icelandic doctors that reported significantly higher job satisfaction five years before the economic crisis.
3.3 Paper III

The impact of economic factors on migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors: a cross-sectional study.

**Objectives:** This paper aimed to study 1) how many specialist doctors in Iceland had considered migrating; and 2) whether economic factors at work (cost-control) and in private life (stressed by personal finances) were related to doctors’ migration considerations, including when adjusted for other work-related factors.

**Findings:** Sixty-three percent of Iceland’s specialist doctors had considered relocation abroad, 4% were moving in the next year or two, and 33% had not considered relocating. Specialist doctors who had considered moving reported lower levels of job satisfaction than did doctors who had not considered moving: 45.3 (10.8) vs. 51.8 (11.0); \( t = -6.3 \) (\( p < 0.001 \)). Ten percent of the specialists had worked abroad during vacations (\( n = 48 \)) and 90% of these specialists had considered moving abroad or were about to do so. Logistic regression analysis showed that, controlling for age, gender, job position, job satisfaction, and experience of working abroad during vacations, doctors’ migration considerations were significantly affected by their experiences of cost-containment initiatives at work (odds ratio (OR) = 2.0 (95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.2 to 3.5), \( p < 0.01 \)) and being stressed about personal finances (OR = 1.6 (95% CI = 1.3 to 2.1), \( p < 0.001 \)). Age (OR = 0.7, \( p < 0.001 \)), job dissatisfaction (OR = 2.9, \( p < 0.001 \)), and having worked abroad during vacations (OR = 5.5, \( p < 0.01 \)) were also related to migration considerations, whereas job position (general practitioner, hospital, private practice and other) was not.

**Conclusions:** Economic factors, both at work and in private life, seem to influence migration considerations among specialist doctors in Iceland. In addition, younger age and having worked abroad during vacations were of importance. In line with previous studies, job dissatisfaction was related to migration considerations. More studies are needed on the effect of economic recession on migration by doctors.
3.4 Research model with significant adjusted associations

*Gender was not significant in any analysis.

** In the cross-national comparison of job satisfaction we controlled for age, gender, working hours, and job position. In this paper (Paper II) we did multivariate analysis of predictors of job satisfaction among Icelandic doctors only.
4 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

4.1 Summary of the main results

a) The job satisfaction among Norwegian doctors increased over a five-year period from early to mid-career (Paper I).

b) The job satisfaction among doctors working at Landspitali University Hospital was lower during the economic recession than before the recession (Paper II).

c) Norwegian doctors had higher job satisfaction than Icelandic doctors, and this effect remained when relevant individual and organizational factors were controlled for. Among the individual job satisfaction items, the largest differences were satisfaction with the salaries, opportunities to use own skills and working hours (Paper II).

d) Two-thirds of the Icelandic specialist doctors had considered moving and working abroad (Paper III).

e) A change in job position among Norwegian doctors predicted an increase in job satisfaction, and this effect remained when relevant individual and organizational factors were controlled for (Paper I).

f) Low work–home stress was associated with high job satisfaction among Norwegian and Icelandic doctors (Papers I and II). A decrease in work–home stress over a five-year period predicted an increase in job satisfaction over the same period among Norwegian doctors (Paper I).

g) The majority of Icelandic doctors experienced that cost-containment initiatives (or cost-control) at work influenced their jobs (Papers II and III). Cost-containment at work was associated with job satisfaction and migration considerations among Icelandic doctors (Papers II and III). Stress related to personal finances was associated with migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors (Paper III).
4.2 Doctors’ job satisfaction

4.2.1 The course of doctors’ well-being through the career

Our study showed that the Norwegian doctors’ job satisfaction increased from the tenth to the fifteenth postgraduate year. We also found that older doctors in Norway and Iceland were more satisfied than younger doctors, which is consistent with both longitudinal (78, 102, 106) and cross-sectional studies (31). This might be related to factors such as more secure and permanent jobs, higher perceived competence and autonomy and increased wages (268). A much cited paper by Clark et al. (1996) outlined several arguments of why older employees were more satisfied than younger employees (188). One argument was that older employees moved into jobs with more desirable characteristics where they experienced higher intrinsic job satisfaction. This is in line with the job characteristics model. It is likely that older and more experienced doctors experience higher task identity, task significance, skill variety and autonomy (four of the five characteristics in the model) than younger, less experienced doctors. These characteristics are according to the model related to high job satisfaction. Another argument by Clark et al was that older doctors had lowered their expectations with time because they had experienced that jobs had not met their original standard, and thus were experiencing a smaller gap between actual and ideal work, compared with young doctors with high expectations of the job. This is consistent with Locke’s value percept theory of job satisfaction that a smaller gap between want and have is related to higher job satisfaction (35, 36). In line with our findings, a cross-sectional study from the US (2013) found that a group of mid-career doctors (11–20th postgraduate year) had higher career satisfaction than early career physicians (10 years or less since graduation), despite working more hours (269).

Several papers have been published from the NORDOC Young Doctor Cohort sample (86, 196, 199, 270); they included mainly doctors during postgraduate training. The levels of doctors’ life satisfaction were lowest at graduation, increased after their first postgraduate year, and stayed at the same levels thereafter (86). Stress relating to the doctors’ work–home interference increased from graduation until the tenth postgraduate year (for both genders), whereas stress relating to emotional pressure, time pressure, and fear of complaints and criticism, decreased during the same period (199). The study also showed that the increase in stress relating to the work–home interference during the doctors’ early career was mainly due to a lack of adaptive reduction in work hours and an increased number of children (199). This is supported by other studies that show that the experience of negative interaction between
work and home (and home and work) depends on one’s life stage (i.e. having young children) (211). The Norwegian study also showed that the support of a spouse and colleagues protected against work–home stress (199). A study among US doctors had similar results; a high number of working hours was associated with high work–home stress (271). This is supported by studies among other occupations that have found that those who evaluate their work time schedule unfavorably report higher levels of work-home interference (211). In our study, the doctors’ work–home interface stress decreased (for both women and men) from the tenth to the fifteenth postgraduate year. Therefore, it is likely that the reduction in work–home stress in our study is partly due to the decrease in working hours between the two time points and having older children at the fifteenth postgraduate year. In line with our findings, a study from the US found lower work–home conflict among mid-career doctors than early career doctors (269). Our study was conducted in 2003 and 2008. A recent study among US doctors at all career stages showed a decline in satisfaction with work-life balance and an increase in burnout between 2011-2014 (216). Future studies should explore whether this is a trend in other countries as well.

4.2.2 Cross-national comparison of doctors’ job satisfaction

4.2.2.1 Norwegian vs. Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction

Icelandic doctors were less satisfied than Norwegian doctors with most aspects of the job. The largest effect size in the comparison of Iceland and Norway was related to satisfaction with the rate of pay, see table 3. The salaries of doctors increased very little in Iceland, whereas the cost of living increased almost tenfold in the year following the recession in 2008. In addition, doctors working at Landspitali University Hospital experienced a reduction in paid overtime when the recession began (227). Icelandic doctors are dependent on relatively high salaries because most of them complete their specialist training abroad, and they have large debts when they return to Iceland. In a longitudinal study, declining income was strongly associated with decline in satisfaction (105). In Paper III, we found that only 37% of the specialist doctors in Iceland were not experiencing stress caused by worries about their personal finances. Unfortunately, we do not have data on this variable among other occupational groups in Iceland, but it is likely that others have similar worries because research has shown that workers in today’s society are more financially vulnerable to changes in the marketplace than ever before through increased reliance on market-based retirement funds, as well as other financial products (e.g., securitized home mortgages, student loans) (272). Icelandic doctors
were also clearly less satisfied than Norwegian doctors with their opportunities to use their skills. This might reflect that the Icelandic doctors were hampered by cost-cutting in their work. Also, the majority of the Icelandic doctors received their specialty training abroad and they might therefore experience less opportunity to use their acquired skills in a smaller health-care system with fewer resources than they were used to abroad.

Table 3 Difference (Cohen’s d) in satisfaction between Icelandic and Norwegian doctors with intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of work, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction with:</th>
<th>Intrinsic</th>
<th>Extrinsic</th>
<th>(Cohen’s d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Your rate of pay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.08***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Your opportunities to use your skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Your working hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Your work environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The recognition you get for good achievements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.41***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Your overall job situation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.35***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The freedom to choose your own methods of working</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Your colleagues and fellow workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. The amount of responsibility you are given</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No diff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Variety at work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No diff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the economic recession, there may be other reasons why Icelandic doctors had lower job satisfaction than Norwegian doctors. There is a more stable and diverse labor market for doctors in Norway because it has 15 times the population of Iceland (the population of Iceland is only 320,000). There are few specialist positions in Iceland and they are far more exposed to competition. In a number of specialties, there is only one potential place of employment, so if a doctor is not satisfied with his or her employer, coworkers, or the
working environment, it is necessary to adjust, change specialty or practice, or even to leave the country. In Paper III, we found that the job satisfaction of the Icelandic specialist doctors was closely related to their migration considerations. In Paper II, the Icelandic doctors of both sexes experienced higher work–home interface stress (mean = 8.3, SD = 3.1), compared with that reported by the Norwegian doctors in Paper I (7.7 (3.1) at T1, and 6.9 (3.1) at T2), p < 0.001. This reflects the different work environments among the doctors at the current observation time, and it might partly explain the lower job satisfaction found among Icelandic doctors compared with that found in Norwegian doctors.

That said, it is important to notice that Norwegian doctors also have experienced changes in health care during our observation period. In our first paper the first measurement of the Norwegian doctors’ job satisfaction was in 2003, only one and two years after major health care reforms (‘Fastlegeordningen’ (2001), ‘Fritt sykehusvalg’ (2001) and ‘Sykehusreformen’ (2002). Research has showed that the Norwegian doctors did not experience a decrease in job satisfaction during the period (273), but it might be that the group of young doctors in our study were more affected than doctors in general. A study showed that these reforms and more recent reforms have influenced the organization of the doctors’ daily work (274). Following the reforms, doctors experienced less autonomy and restricted freedom of speech (275, 276). Analysis of the same Norwegian 2010 data as we used in our comparison study showed that 50-70 % of the doctors experienced stress related to continuing rearrangements in the health care (274). The Norwegian doctors also reported poorer care for the patients because of time pressure and because such a large part of the working time is spent with administration and documentation (248). Another study showed that Norwegian doctors and nurses experienced the health care reforms as a pressure to increase productivity, that is treatment of more patients during less time (277). This is supported by a study that showed that hours in direct patient care has decreased among Norwegian doctors, in particularly from 2000 to 2014 (274). We need more studies that focus on the effect of health care reforms on doctors’ well-being and patient care.

4.2.2.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of doctors’ job satisfaction

When examining the job satisfaction of doctors in detail, many similarities between countries become apparent. In a study where German hospital doctors were compared with Norwegian hospital doctors, the German doctors scored significantly lower on the same items of the Job Satisfaction Scale as the Icelandic doctors did in our comparison study (except regarding
Consistent with our study, one of the largest difference between the
countries in the Norwegian–German study was also satisfaction with rate of pay and working hours, and the items that were not significant were satisfaction with the amount of responsibility you are given and variety at work as in our study. This is also in line with a study among British general practitioners where the lowest satisfaction was with the extrinsic elements rate of pay and working hours and the highest satisfaction with the intrinsic items: responsibility, freedom and variety (194). Similar findings (same items with the largest and smallest difference in satisfaction as our study) were found between Italian primary health-care physicians working in teams vs. solo practice physicians (253). Studies from Australia and the UK that have used the Job Satisfaction Scale among doctors have also shown that the doctors report lowest satisfaction with rate of pay and working hours, and highest satisfaction with amount of responsibility and variety at work (252, 255). Using other instruments, a study from Spain showed similar results: the doctors were most satisfied with the intrinsic aspect of work, such as patient communication, and least satisfied with extrinsic factors, such as the work environment (96). In Vietnam, doctors (and nurses) were most satisfied with factors such as self-capacity and competency and least satisfied with extrinsic factors such as salaries and working conditions (278). In the US, hospital doctors were most satisfied with the quality of care they provided and their relationship with colleagues and they were least satisfied with extrinsic elements such as compensation and availability of personal time (279). In a recent comparison study of factors related to job satisfaction, doctors from the US were found to be very satisfied with quality of care and professional autonomy, more than doctors from Norway and Canada, but they had somewhat lower overall job satisfaction than their colleagues from Norway and Canada (28). This might be because of dissatisfaction with extrinsic elements such as salaries, working hours, and working environment.

A literature review on job satisfaction among general practitioners by Van Ham et al. concluded that “aspects of job satisfaction concerning the content of the profession seem to increase job satisfaction, and aspects concerning employment conditions seem to decrease job satisfaction” (197). Our study and other studies we have referred to show that doctors in different job positions, not only general practitioners, are satisfied with intrinsic job elements but dissatisfied with extrinsic job elements. This shows that the medical profession is facing similar challenges around the world and that doctors, regardless of country of practice, share some intrinsic values. There are similar findings among other occupational groups. Herzberg found that employees were satisfied with intrinsic aspects of work and dissatisfied with
extrinsic aspects (280).

In the light of the Job characteristics model, doctors in general seem to experience **Skill variety** (jobs include tasks that require different skills and talents of the workers) (= satisfaction with *variety at work*) and **Autonomy** (employees have control and discretion for how to conduct their job) (= satisfaction with *Responsibility and Freedom to choose own methods of working*). One interesting finding in our study is the Icelandic doctors’ lack of satisfaction with *opportunities to use own skills*. This differs from other studies among doctors, where there is generally high satisfaction with this element. Fewer opportunities to use skills might be because of the size of the country. But the economic recession might also have influenced the doctors’ perceived opportunities to use own skills, for example because of cost-containment initiatives at work. This finding might also reflect that the doctors in Iceland experienced less autonomy at work compared with their Norwegian colleagues, as fewer opportunities for task control is suggested to be related to fewer opportunities for the use of own skills (281). This will be further discussed in relation to the DCM. According to the JCM **Task significance** is important and refers to the degree to which one’s work is seen as important and significant. We have not measured this in our studies but this is likely a well preserved characteristic among doctors. **Task identity** refers to the degree to which one can see one’s work from beginning to end. We have not measured this either, but it would be interesting to measure this among doctors in different career stages and doctors in different specialties and job positions. Do e.g. x-ray doctors experience less task identity than e.g. general practitioners that follow the same patients over time? In general, it is likely that doctors experience high task identity in their work with patients, compared with e.g. factory workers that only see one piece of a product. The fifth characteristic in the JCM is **Feedback** and refers to the degree to which the work itself provides feedback for how the employee is performing the job (144). One might imagine that doctors get good feedback on how they are performing as they often follow their patients for some time. The feedback can be in the form of patient satisfaction, laboratory or other technical answer or a response from other health care workers or supervisors. In our study, Icelandic doctors were less satisfied with **recognition for good achievements** than their Norwegian colleagues. A lack of satisfaction with recognition has been shown in other studies among doctors as well (31, 194).

It is important to acknowledge that in our studies we measure the doctors’ *satisfaction* with different aspects of work whereas according to the JCM the characteristics are a part of the job and through experiencing meaning, responsibility and understanding the employees
develop a sense of job satisfaction based on these job characteristics. But our discussion has shown that it is likely that doctors’ jobs in general contain important chore characteristics as well as we have acknowledged some possible improvement potentials. This might explain doctors’ overall relatively high job satisfaction despite recession and other changes in health care (30, 78-85). We will discuss job satisfaction and migration considerations among doctors during recession in the light of Warr’s vitamin model later.

4.3 Migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors

In our study, two-thirds of Iceland’s specialist doctors had considered moving abroad and 51% had considered moving and were able to do so. Emigration of specialist doctors that have returned to Iceland has never before been an issue (282). When young doctors return home after completing their specialist training in other countries, they usually stay. Therefore, the high proportion of specialists who considered migrating in our study is rather surprising. Intention to leave has been found to be an intervening variable between job satisfaction and actual turnover among nurses (283); therefore, it is likely to be affected by the similar individual and organizational factors. Some authors have reported that intentions data are only imperfectly correlated with future behavior (284, 285). On the other hand, studies have confirmed that migration intentions are indeed predictive of a subsequent move (286, 287), as are intentions to leave patient care (288). We lack studies that show the relationship between migration considerations and actual migration among doctors. There is evidence that the migration considerations among the Icelandic doctors were acted upon: unpublished data from the Icelandic Medical Association show that from 2005 to 2012, there was a significant increase in the emigration of Icelandic doctors. Mullan’s emigration factor (289) was 23 in 2005 (318 emigrants and 1060 doctors working in Iceland) and 39 in 2012 (661 emigrants and 1049 doctors working in Iceland) (p < 0.001). This also reflects the concerns in the Icelandic society that young specialists with postgraduate training and work experience from abroad are not returning to Iceland (290, 291). More recent data from the Icelandic Medical Association shows that between February 2013 and March 2014, 81 doctors moved from Iceland and 49 moved to Iceland. The medical association and the director of health confirm that there is now one doctor per 295 inhabitants, but if the situation continues, there will be one doctor per 390 inhabitants in 10 years (292, 293). From a global perspective this is very good, but because of Iceland’s small population, there are fewer doctors in each medical specialty. Hence, Iceland is particularly vulnerable to emigration of their specialists. For example, six oncologists who
had recently finished their specialty training abroad, wrote an article that was published in the main Icelandic newspaper (294), where they expressed their concerns that if the working conditions did not improve in Iceland, the country would be without oncologists in 2020. They had no plans for returning home (even though they wanted to because of family). In 2015, there were only seven oncologists in Iceland, and in 2008 there were 13 (294). When doctors migrate, they are likely to form networks overseas with colleagues with whom they keep in touch, and to whom they might advertise migration opportunities and provide assistance. This may promote further emigration. Evidence of the influence of social networks on migration by nurses is apparent in other studies (295).

In Europe, there has been emigration from less wealthy and more turbulent regions to richer ones over recent decades (135-138). In Germany, however, the emigration of German doctors is increasing and this is related to doctors’ dissatisfaction with their salaries and work hours, among other things (31, 296). This is in line with our findings. We do not have data on migration considerations among Norwegian doctors. What we know is that Norway is a popular destination country for doctors migrating from other countries (135, 138, 140).

Later we will discuss the impact of economic factors on the migration considerations among the doctors. Here we want to analyze the role of age, gender and job position in relation to migration considerations among the Icelandic specialists. We found that younger specialists in Iceland were more prone to migration than older specialists (Paper III). This is in line with other studies, which show that younger doctors are more prone to migration than older doctors (62, 231, 234). Because young doctors represent the potential future of health-care services of a country, their perceptions about moving abroad have important implications for maintaining a high-quality health-care service in the years to come (297). There were no gender differences in whether the specialists had considered migration abroad (Paper III). Some studies have shown that male doctors are more prone to migration than female doctors (62, 233, 234). The lack of gender difference in our study reflects that both male and female doctors experience the situation in Iceland equally. As we will discuss, there were no gender differences in job satisfaction among the Icelandic doctors either (Paper II). There was no difference in migration considerations between hospital specialists, general practitioners, and private practice specialists. Differences between job positions in relation to migration have been found in few studies (63, 231). A study among Ghanaian doctors showed that house officers and medical officers were more likely to emigrate than residents, specialists and consultants (63). In Canada, specialists were more likely to move than family physicians.
The lack of such an effect in our study reflects that doctors in all job positions in Iceland were experiencing the same situation.

Now we want to analyze the association of work-related and economic factors with 1) doctors’ job satisfaction and 2) doctors’ migration considerations. The approach to job satisfaction is mainly in the spirit of positive psychology as we look at factors that can increase the satisfaction of doctors. The overall purpose of studying the factors’ association with migration considerations among Icelandic specialist doctors was to identify factors that can increase retention of doctors during recession. The theoretical discussion of the economic variables in relation to job satisfaction and migration consideration has been gathered under the section ‘The impact of economic recession on doctors: Warr’s vitamin model’. These variables will also be discussed under the reflections on Demand-Control model and Effort-Reward Imbalance model.

4.4 The association of work-related and economic factors with Norwegian and Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are a lot of known predictors and factors that have been associated with job satisfaction among doctors, although very few of them have been validated prospectively. A prospective design in epidemiology is of importance because it may infer causality by identifying predictors and possible risk factors. There are three variables that we believe have contributed to the literature concerning predictors/associated factors with doctors’ job satisfaction. These are: job position, work–home interface stress, and cost-containment initiatives. Job position and work–home stress were validated prospectively, but cost-containment was studied only with a cross-sectional design. The positive effect of change in job position on job satisfaction (except in SHOs) was more unexpected than the effect of change in work–home stress. However, our study validated the effect of work–home stress prospectively, and is the first to show the effect of a change in work–home stress. It may not be surprising that cost-containment influenced doctors’ job satisfaction, but this finding is nevertheless important because no other studies have shown this relationship before in a welfare country facing recession. In our multiple regression analysis, we did not include other factors, such as professional autonomy and details of practice venues (e.g., large/small centers), and this may be a weakness of our study (28). Before we discuss these three important variables we want to discuss the lack of effect of working hours on job satisfaction.
4.4.1 Working hours

In our cross-national study, Icelandic doctors worked 46.9 hours per week and were less satisfied with their working hours than Norwegian doctors, who worked 43.5 hours per week. German doctors have also been shown to be less satisfied than Norwegian doctors with their working hours (31, 113). In our longitudinal study of Norwegian doctors, there was a reduction in working hours from 43.3 hours per week in the tenth postgraduate year to 41.9 hours per week in the fifteenth postgraduate year. This is in line with a previous study that showed a reduction in working hours with advancement in career among young Norwegian doctors (199). In our studies, working hours per week and a reduction in number of working hours was not a significant predictor of job satisfaction among Norwegian and Icelandic doctors. This is likely due to highly regulated working hours in these countries. A cross-sectional study of oncologists from the US showed an effect on well-being when weekly working hours were above 60 (198), which is a threshold far exceeding the working hours reported by the doctors in our studies and in other studies on working hours among Norwegian doctors (298, 299). Also, a reduction of 1.4 working hours per week in our study might be a too small reduction to influence overall job satisfaction or the power of our sample is too small. It would be interesting to study the impact of a larger reduction in working hours on job satisfaction and in a larger sample. It would also be interesting to include the amount of patient contact during the working hours as studies have shown that more hours in direct patient care leads to more satisfied doctors (300, 301), and that doctors want to use more time in direct patient care (302). A concern is that hours in direct patient care in Norway seems to be decreasing (274, 303). Another concern is that in a cross-national comparison study Norwegian doctors agreed less than doctors from the US to the statement that ‘I have adequate time to spend with my patients during a typical patient visit’. In the same study the amount of hours in direct patient care (the only measurement of working hours in the study) did not affect the job satisfaction of the Norwegian doctors as they did in the analysis of Canadian and US doctors. This was explained by less working hours in general among Norwegian doctors. Further studies should include working hours, change in working hours and hours in direct patient care when studying doctors’ job satisfaction. Doctors’ working hours is important in relation to other outcomes as well. A Swedish study among general practitioners found that overtime that exceeded 7 hours a week (full-time work was 40 hours) was associated with impaired general and mental health (304). Another study showed that
German doctors worked longer hours than Norwegian doctors and where the German doctors had poorer self-rated health (305). One study found that when either or both spouses worked longer hours (> 45 hours per week), men and women reported high levels of work-family conflict (306). Another study showed that medical residents that had spouse who frequently worked overtime experienced higher level of work-home interference (307). In the light of the lack of effect of working hours (under 60 hours) on job satisfaction, this might imply that working hours affect the health of doctors and their experience of work-home stress before they influence their job satisfaction. This also indicates that the working hours of the doctors’ spouses might be of importance. This should be further studied.

4.4.2. Job position

We found that the most satisfied doctors in Norway were general practitioners. This is in line with previous findings among Norwegian doctors (106). In Iceland, the most satisfied doctors were the private practitioners. This is in line with studies from other countries, which argue that this is because of more autonomy, among other factors, in private practice (203-205). The Norwegian general practitioners experience a high amount of autonomy and because of the new ‘list-patient’ reform they are, in a way, working as private practitioners (106, 202). This might explain their high job satisfaction. A prospective study from Finland showed that doctors who had changed job position to become public general practitioners experienced a decrease in job satisfaction, while the job satisfaction was stable among those who were general practitioners at both time points (208). This is the only other prospective study we know of that analyses the effect of change in job position on job satisfaction among doctors. We found a high and stable job satisfaction among general practitioners in Norway in our prospective study (Paper I). The decrease in job satisfaction by becoming a public general practitioner in Finland is not so surprising. In contrast to what is the case in Norway, the public sector in Finland has major difficulties in recruiting and retaining general practitioners (308). This is also a problem in other countries, such as the UK (309). The general practitioners in Iceland were also less satisfied than the private practitioners. In the light of the JCM the lack of satisfaction among the general practitioners in these countries might be because of lack of important characteristics in the job. The doctors likely experience less autonomy as e.g. the Norwegian general practitioners. An important question is whether the jobs of general practitioners in these countries also lack task identity, task significance, and feedback. These characteristics might be less prominent if the doctors only work as door
keepers and don’t follow the patients over time, as Norwegian doctors do after the implementation of the patient list system.

We found no difference in job satisfaction between different specialties among hospital and private practice doctors in Norway or Iceland.

In our first paper, the increase in job satisfaction over the five-year period only occurred among those who changed job position over this period, even when we controlled for changes in work hours and work–home interface stress over the same period. Because this is a prospective study, it indicates that there is true and independent prediction here, that a change in job really increases job satisfaction, and we are close to being able to infer about causality. Norwegian SHOs experience a heavier load of on-call work, less autonomy (310), and frequent career ambivalence (311) in their temporary positions compared with, e.g., established chief specialists. Therefore, it was not surprising, our finding of increased job satisfaction when moving from a SHO position in specialty training to another more established position (40% of all the doctors in the study). Job insecurity among the SHO may be relevant in explaining their lower satisfaction at the first time point, and they may have experienced greater satisfaction when they changed to more secure and permanent jobs (e.g., as chief specialists). This may also be related to the natural course of career progression over the years, such as higher perceived competence (196) and autonomy (28), increased wages (188), and reduced stress levels (201, 312) at the second time point (190). All these factors are in line with increased job satisfaction with higher age as discussed earlier. Interestingly, we found that all other physicians (other than SHO) who changed job position (18% of all the doctors in the study) also experienced an increase in job satisfaction, even when we controlled for work–home stress and work hours. To our knowledge, this is the first empirical study among doctors of all specialties to show the effect of change in job position on doctors’ job satisfaction. A study among US radiologists found that those who indicated they were not satisfied were more likely to desire a career change than those who were satisfied (313). If we look at this in the light of person job-fit, the doctors at the second time point might have achieved a better 1) Demand-Abilities fit and 2) Need-Supplies fit. The gravitational hypothesis from 1972 (164, 165) predicts that individuals will gravitate toward jobs that best fit their ability level. This may be a good explanation for the higher satisfaction experienced by physicians who changed jobs in our study. The physicians who changed job position were less satisfied in their job at the first time point than their colleagues, but they were equally satisfied at the second time point after they moved to a new job. A possible explanation is that
the doctors have moved closer to their preferred job position at the second time point, where there is less discrepancy between what they want in a job and what they have in a job. According to Locke, this leads to higher job satisfaction (35, 36). A 1996 longitudinal study among students and young people in the workforce who later worked in different types of occupations supports the gravitational hypothesis (314). Other studies have shown that physicians whose work conditions fitted their preferred work situations and work hours experienced less burnout than their colleagues (315, 316). Previous reports among other occupational groups suggest there is a connection between change in job position and job satisfaction (317, 318), but our study is the first to our knowledge to show this in a nationwide representative sample of physicians.

Explicit career counseling and advice should be a focus of the medical associations and those who are concerned with and involved in doctors’ well-being. Advice and counseling should include helping the physicians to find jobs where they can experience the most optimal fit early in their career. This is a challenging task in a frequently changing profession with both intrinsic and extrinsic stressors (97), but nevertheless very important. Understanding the physicians’ background, personality characteristics and values, the teaching program they have followed in medical school, their role models, and other factors influencing their career path so far might help the advisers lead the physicians in the right direction (319, 320). In addition, more exposure to a variety of different specialties might help physicians find the position that best fits them at an earlier point in time (321). The importance of career counseling and advice has been emphasized by other authors (190, 203, 322-324), but the empirical foundation for giving such advice is strengthened by our study.

4.4.3 Work–home interface stress

The relationship between work–family conflict and job satisfaction has been widely studied in other occupational groups (14, 15, 325-330). The only longitudinal study we found was a study among middle-class dual-income couples. This study found an independent predictor effect of work interfering with family on job satisfaction, only among women (15). This was explained by gender role theory; that women are more likely to see family life as part of their social identity than do men. There are few studies on the relationship between work–home stress and job satisfaction among physicians (12, 13, 194). These studies are cross-sectional and show a relationship between work–home interface stress and job satisfaction. To our knowledge, there are no previous prospective studies on this relationship.
among doctors. Longitudinal studies on the effect of work-home interface stress on burnout show the predictive validity of work-home stress (210, 331), and validate our findings to some extent, though we have a positive approach (decrease rather than increase in work-home stress and job satisfaction instead of burnout). In Paper I, we found an independent predictor effect of reduction in work–home interface stress on job satisfaction among the early and mid-career physicians in Norway. This is supported by Locke’s value-percept model; the gap between valued work-home interference and perceived work-home interference was likely smaller at the second time point. As studies have shown, the work-home balance seems to be important for doctors. So, a reduction in this gap multiplied with its great importance is likely to result in higher satisfaction in the job. Interestingly, there were no gender differences in work–home stress and the independent predictor effect was equal for both genders. A previous study on work–home stress from earlier cohorts of the NORDOC sample also showed no gender differences in work–home stress among the young Norwegian doctors (199). Data among Norwegian doctors (all ages) from 2003 showed that women experienced more work–home balance stress than men (215), and this has also been found in other countries (332). We believe our findings reflect the relatively high level of gender equality among the younger generations in Norway. There is little differentiation in gender roles, and sharing of childcare and household chores among both partners is common, at least in highly educated populations such as medical doctors. In contrast, a strong impact of gender was found with respect to career choices and work–home balance in young Swiss medical doctors (333, 334). In Paper II, where all ages were included, we found a gender difference in experienced work–home stress among the doctors in Iceland, where women experienced more such stress than the men. There was no gender interaction in the relatively strong association between work–home interface stress and job satisfaction in Iceland (Paper II), and this means that there is no difference in the impact of this effect between men and women.

To our knowledge, our studies are the first to show a relationship between work–home stress and job satisfaction among Norwegian and Icelandic doctors. It is also the first prospective study on this relationship among doctors. The importance of work–home stress in relation to job satisfaction among doctors should be highlighted and studied further. Other dimensions of work and home balance, such as work to home or home to work facilitation (212), have not been studied by our inventory. It may hold true that active participation in family life, having a partner and children inspires the doctor to be more satisfied also with their work. But this should be further studied. In the past, doctors were expected to plan their
professional and domestic lives in line with William Osler’s view of a medical career: ‘heavy as are your responsibilities to those nearest and dearest, they are outweighed by the responsibilities to yourself, to the profession and to the public’ (335). Today, luckily, there is an increasing focus on the balance between these responsibilities, but the doctors’ responsibility to their profession is still very high (332). A recent paper showed that older doctors experienced their job more as a part of their identity and lifestyle where they talked about ‘being doctor’ whereas younger doctors saw their job more as a job and talked about ‘working as a doctor’ (336). But both younger and older doctors in the study agreed that professional dedication is the most important characteristic of a good doctor (336). This reflects that time has changed and that younger doctors have more responsibility in other domains of life as we have discussed. This also might partly explain the high work-home stress among young doctors, at least if professional dedication is measured in hours at work (336). The expectations and demands of the family life are high in today’s society, and the presentation of the family has become important for many and available through the social media. The impact of this on the career and work–home stress among young doctors has not been much studied. As mentioned in the Introduction of this thesis, Heller et al. argue there are different domains of subjective well-being that are independent sources of satisfaction, such as job satisfaction (10). Through our studies and supportive literature, we have found that the balance between the domains is of great importance for satisfaction in the individual domains of well-being.

4.4.4 Cost-containment initiatives

As described in the Introduction, the economic recession in Iceland has led to several saving initiatives in the health-care system. A large proportion (77% of doctors, 75% of specialists) of the Icelandic doctors reported that cost-containment initiatives affected their work (Papers II and III). Our study showed that a high proportion of experienced cost-containment influence on work was related to lower job satisfaction, even when we controlled for other individual and organizational factors (Paper II). Other studies have linked financial constraints on doctors to reduced career satisfaction (221, 222), which supports our findings. A study among Swiss anesthesiologists showed no effect of cost-containment on job satisfaction (224). In fact, their satisfaction with quality of care increased over the study period, which likely reflects that the cost-containment did not affect their work (224). Studies have shown that doctors are quite willing to be cost conscious in clinical decisions, as long as
it does not require withholding beneficial care from their patients (337). More studies should focus on employers’ job satisfaction during a recession (272). Our study is the first to cover an entire country and doctors from all specialties.

4.5 The association of economic factors with migration consideration among Icelandic specialists

There are many factors that are known to be related to migration and migration considerations, as mentioned in the Introduction. Our study and all studies on migration we know of are limited by being cross-sectional studies. However, to our knowledge, our study is the only one to explore the association of factors related to economic recession with migration considerations in doctors. These factors are: cost-containment initiatives, stress related to personal finances and working abroad during vacations. These factors might also be relevant for other countries that are facing economic recession. Before we discuss these factors we discuss the role of job dissatisfaction in relation to migration considerations.

4.5.2 Job dissatisfaction

We found that dissatisfaction in the job was independently associated with migration considerations, also after controlling for other relevant factors, among the Icelandic specialist doctors, which is consistent with some previous studies in other countries (62, 133, 225, 235, 236). As our Paper III shows; the doctors that had considered moving abroad were clearly less satisfied (mean = 45.3) than the doctors that had not considered it (mean = 51.8). A shortage of physicians may impose excessive burdens on many, who then quit, and this may spark a downward spiral that exacerbates the initial shortage, which in turn might lead to even more stress and heavier workloads for the remaining doctors (133). Our study and the other studies we found on doctors’ job satisfaction and migration are cross-sectional (62, 133, 225, 235, 236). There is a need of longitudinal research and multivariate prediction models on this issue to determine whether there actually is a causal relationship or not. Other confounding factors that may impact upon both job perceptions and a wish to move abroad should also be included.

4.5.3 Cost-containment initiatives

With regard to migration, studies have shown that poor working conditions and a desire for greater access to enhanced technology, equipment, and health-care facilities can be important
But most of these studies are about doctors’ migration from less developed African and Eastern countries into more wealthy Western countries. To our knowledge, our study is the first to show a connection between cost-containment initiatives at work and considerations of migration from a Western country (Paper III). This is probably because countries with high emigration rates tend to have stable but depressed economies. One study showed that a decrease in a country’s GDP was likely to increase emigration of doctors in developing countries (338). This supports our findings.

### 4.5.4 Stressed by personal finances

Sixty-three percent of the Icelandic specialist doctors were slightly to very stressed by worries about personal finances (Paper III). These doctors were more likely to have considered migration abroad, even after controlling for individual and organizational factors. A relatively recent review concluded that one of the most-cited factors for physicians’ mobility is their financial motivations (136). Several studies have shown an association between doctors’ and nurses’ incomes and their motivation to migrate (237, 238, 339, 340). Icelandic doctors report low satisfaction with their rate of pay, which is much lower than Norwegian doctors (Paper II). Studies have shown that economic stressors are related to well-being and behavioral outcomes (272). Because many of the doctors are married, concerns about their partners’ income and possibility of work may also influence the role of personal finances. Economic stress is likely to negatively influence well-being because it threatens the continuation of important psychological and social resources, including affiliation with others, income, self-esteem, social roles, status, and opportunities to use skills and information (341). Our indicator of economic strain, namely doctors’ being stressed by worries about their private finances, was a significant predictor of whether they considered migration when controlling for job satisfaction. A study from Romania supports our finding; a cut in the doctors’ salaries led to an increase in the number of doctors seeking work abroad (136). The opposite was observed in Poland, Lithuania, and Slovenia, where an increase in annual salary diminished the outflow of medical doctors (139). Our findings are unique in terms of referring to a stable and previously wealthy Western European country.

In October 2014, four years after our study, Icelandic doctors went on strike, mainly because of dissatisfaction with salaries (342, 343). This was the first time in history that Icelandic doctors were on strike (342). Finally, after a lot of cancelled surgeries and low staffing at hospitals and health-care centers, the doctors were introduced to a new contract.
with a significant increase in the salaries and other benefits, which they signed in January 2015 (343). It remains to be studied whether this will decrease migration considerations among Icelandic doctors.

4.5.5 Working abroad during vacations

During vacations, 10% of the Icelandic specialist doctors worked abroad (Paper III). This is not surprising as doctors often get two to three times higher pay abroad than in Iceland (230). We found that the specialists who worked abroad during vacations were five times more likely to have considered permanent migration than those who had not worked abroad during vacations and this was also an independent factor associated with migration consideration in our statistical analyses.

There are probably other factors that affect the migration considerations among the specialists that we did not include in our study. For example, a desire for professional development may be hindered by the limited size and career prospects in the Icelandic health care, and has been associated with migration in other studies (133, 225, 240, 344). It is a well-known factor associated with the migration of African doctors to Western countries.

4.6 The impact of economic recession on doctors: Warr’s vitamin model

Economic stress threatens virtually all the vitamins/resources in Warr’s (1987) ‘vitamin model’ (281), which to a great extent builds on empirical evidence from studies on the “Job Satisfaction Scale” used in the present thesis (281). Nine ‘vitamins’ are necessary for psychological well-being: opportunity for control, opportunity for skill use, externally generated goals, variety, environmental clarity, availability of money, physical security, opportunity for interpersonal contact, and valued social position. Cost-containment initiatives affected the work of the majority of the Icelandic doctors (Paper II and III), which together with other aspects of the recession likely influenced their opportunity for control. As mentioned, the Icelandic doctors were clearly less satisfied than Norwegian doctors with their opportunity to use their skills (Paper II). The private economy was affected among the majority of the Icelandic population because of the inflation following the recession in 2008. As we have mentioned, the doctors have high loans after their postgraduate training overseas and our results in Papers II and III showed that many Icelandic doctors were dissatisfied and worried about personal finances. Environmental clarity, which concerns the degree to which a person can successfully anticipate what is likely to happen in his or her life space (345), might
be threatened because the effects of cost-containment affected the doctors’ work. On the other hand, the Icelandic doctors were satisfied with the amount of responsibilities they had (Paper II), and doctors most often are the ‘specialists’ in their working environment, so this ‘vitamin’ is likely to be preserved among the doctors. Furthermore, the doctors’ perception of variety at work was not affected (high satisfaction with the variety and no difference from Norwegian doctors, Paper II). There was a significant difference in satisfaction with colleagues across the two countries, but the effect size was small, and this aspect at their work seems to have been maintained despite the recession (Paper II). Also, the opportunity for interpersonal contact is present for most of the doctors in the form of numerous patient contacts during the work day. Despite changes in society (97), doctors still have a valued social position, so this ‘vitamin’ is likely to be preserved. A study in 2012 among patients that had been treated at the Acute Cardiac Unit at Landspitali University hospital in Reykjavik (485 patients with 57% response rate) showed that 61% of the patients agreed that there was a recession in Icelandic health care (346). Nevertheless, 91% of the patients agreed or strongly agreed that the doctors were very friendly and polite, and 88% of the patients were very satisfied with the health care they received (346).

Maybe it is because of the intrinsic ‘vitamins’ and other intrinsic characteristics discussed (JCM), that the doctors are still standing—i.e., still showing up at work and providing good care to their patients (346) despite cost-containment and lower satisfaction in the job—and many have not yet migrated, even though the majority had considered it. Studies have shown that of the major job satisfaction facets (such as pay, promotion opportunities and the work itself), satisfaction with the work itself is almost always the facet most strongly correlated with overall job satisfaction, as well as with important outcomes such as employee retention (142). Such findings indirectly validate the JCM. Our study shows that economic factors influence the migration considerations of doctors during recession. Further studies should explore whether such factors influence actual migration and explore the role of intrinsic job satisfaction in relation to migration and retention.

In the light of Locke’s value-percept theory it is likely that for the Icelandic doctors the discrepancy is larger between value and percept regarding numerous work facets during the recession compared to before the recession. Our assumption that Icelandic doctors’ job satisfaction was affected by the recession is strengthened by our finding that Icelandic doctors at Landspitali University Hospital had lower job satisfaction during the economic recession (2010) than before the recession (2003). This was not a cohort analysis, so it was not exactly
the same doctors who answered at the two time points. However, there were the same amount of respondents, the different specialties were equally represented, and the age distributions were similar at both time points, which strengthen the validity of our findings.

4.7 Reflections on the Demand-Control model

Workload and a lack of adequate resources have been shown to be important stressors for medical specialists (347). High strain is associated with lower job satisfaction (348, 349), also among doctors (350). The majority of the Icelandic doctors experienced that cost-containment influenced their work (Paper II and III). This might be seen as an increased demand among the doctors, supported by the effect on job satisfaction and migration considerations in our adjusted analysis (Paper II and Paper III). Icelandic doctors reported less satisfaction with opportunities to use own skills compared with Norwegian doctors. This might be a reflection of less skill discretion (less control). This is supported by a study that showed that opportunities for skill utilization mediated the relationship between job control in the DCM and job satisfaction (351). The study concluded that increase in perceived job control leads to the perception of greater opportunities for skill utilization (and development) and higher levels of intrinsic job satisfaction (351). Thus, increasing the Icelandic doctors’ job control might be an effective way of increasing their satisfaction with their opportunities to use own skills and their overall satisfaction. As we have discussed, mid-career doctors might experience decreased demands and increased control compared with five years earlier (Paper I). In the light of the DCM this leads to less strain and higher job satisfaction. We found that the mid-career doctors experienced less work-home interference stress and higher job satisfaction (Paper I). These are only assumptions as we have not measured Demands and Control directly in our studies. We need studies on whether the assumedly lower overall job satisfaction among doctors during recession is related to higher demands and/or lower control and whether increase in job satisfaction between career stages is related to lower demands and/or increase in control. It would be interesting to study (and would strengthen our assumption) if the Icelandic doctors experienced higher strain than the Norwegian doctors. As discussed previously, it might seem as they experienced more stress related to work-home interference. One study showed that German doctors experienced higher strain and less satisfaction than Norwegian doctors (113). In general, German employees experience high strain in the job (High demands and low control) (171), so the findings in the study, and other findings of dissatisfied German doctors and high migration rates among German
doctors (305), might be a reflection of more emphasis on structure and leadership culture in that country. As discussed we found that Icelandic doctors were less satisfied during the recession than prior to it. Another retrospective comparison study (also limited by not being a cohort study) found that work-related stress was higher among employees of the Northern Ireland Civil Service during the economic recession than before it (352). A study showed that Norwegian doctors experienced less autonomy after the implementation of new health care reforms (275). This was also shown among Israeli doctors (353).

A study among Swedish general practitioners (GPs) showed that female and male GPs with high work demand and low control had lower well-being than the reference groups (304). An interesting finding in this study was that there was a stronger association between low control over work and low well-being (and impaired health) among male GPs compared with that among female GPs. This is in line with a study among English GPs were male GPs were found to be less satisfied in their job than their female colleagues and whose job satisfaction was most affected by demands of the job and patients’ expectations (194). In our studies the male and female doctors experience the same amount of cost-containment and job satisfaction, supported by no gender differences in job satisfaction in other Norwegian studies (106), and studies from the US and Germany (31, 102). The gender difference in the experience of control and demands found in the Swedish and English studies calls for more studies on the subject. In the spirit of positive psychology, such studies might enlighten gender specific recourses in relation to high demands and job satisfaction among doctors.

We have not found studies on the DCM and migration. As discussed, job satisfaction is related to migration considerations in our study (Paper III) and in other studies (62, 133, 225, 235, 236). As discussed above, control is closely related to job satisfaction, and a study showed that this was mediated through opportunities of using own skills (351). Hence, it is possible that low perceived satisfaction with opportunities to use own skills among Icelandic specialists (Paper II) were related to their migration considerations. Regarding demands, a review showed that high demands were only moderately associated with intentions to leave the workplace (169). Williams’ review of physicians’ intentions to withdraw from practice concluded that the combination of job stress and dissatisfaction can be so powerful that some highly trained and committed professionals may quit while others cope by reducing their work hours, changing practice emphasis, or abandoning direct patient care (354). The effect of demands and control on migration needs to be further studied.
4.8 Reflections on the Effort-Reward Imbalance model

Studies have shown a relationship between ERI and stress, depressive symptoms, and perceived quality of care among doctors (113, 181-183). Only one study used effort and reward in a regression analysis on job satisfaction (113). This study showed that effort and reward accounted for a large part of the explained variance on job satisfaction. The study also showed that Norwegian and German private practice doctors experienced equal amount of effort but the Norwegian doctors experienced higher amount of rewards. The Norwegian doctors were more satisfied at work and experienced less stress than the German doctors (113).

As mentioned in the introduction, ‘status control’ is related to ‘effort’ in the ERI. Our finding that mid-career doctors were more satisfied than early career doctors might reflect that they had gained more status control, that is, more secure position or role. Also, the doctors that changed job position might have gained more status control in their new job. In relation to rewards in the ERI model, in general, mid-career doctors likely achieved higher pay (extrinsic reward) and higher esteem or approval (intrinsic reward) which might partly explain their higher job satisfaction (Paper I). The Icelandic doctors were clearly less satisfied with their rate of pay (extrinsic rewards) and they were also less satisfied with recognition and freedom (intrinsic reward) compared with their Norwegian colleagues (Paper II). Many of the Icelandic specialist doctors were even stressed by worries about private finances (Paper III). Thus, early career doctors and doctors during recession might be experiencing high effort and perceive they receive low rewards compared with other doctors. This might to some extent explain the lower job satisfaction among early career doctors (compared with mid-career doctors) and doctors during recession. Again these are only assumptions as we have not measured ‘effort’ and ‘reward’ in our studies. Further studies should investigate the role of ‘effort’ and ‘reward’ among doctors in early career and during economic recession. This again also emphasizes the importance of the chore characteristics in the medical profession, according to the JCM. Some of these resemble closely the intrinsic rewards in the ERI model (recognition and freedom).

The most worrying group of doctors during recession is likely to be the overcommitted doctors. According to ERI theory they have a great imbalance in effort and reward. Also, doctors that experience both strain (high demand, low control) and ERI are at high risk of burnout (355), and the overcommitted doctors have high intrinsic self-investments. Schaufeli and Bakker (2004) suggest that to maintain performance stability under
demanding conditions employees need to invest mental effort (9). When confronted with high job demands, employees either adopt performance protection strategies which are associated with extra cost, or they accept reduction in performance with no increase in costs. As we have argued, the doctors seem to maintain high performance despite high demands. So supported by Schaufeli and Bakker it is likely that if the doctors’ active coping response (by investing more energy) is sustained over a prolonged period it leads to depleting their energy resources. The threshold is of course different for individual doctors. For example, doctors with high need for control will spend high costs in terms of energy mobilization and job involvement, even under conditions of relatively low gain (167). We need studies with dispositional approaches inspired by POB to enlighten important recourses among doctors in early career and during recession.

There are no studies on ERI and migration among doctors. As discussed, the most cited factor related to migration is salaries/rate of pay (extrinsic reward). It is not known whether intrinsic rewards and effort, or an imbalance between effort and rewards is related to migration. Future studies on migration among doctors should include the ERI model.

4.9 Doctors’ job satisfaction and engagement

As mentioned, we were inspired by the positive psychology movement when we were planning our research on doctors’ job satisfaction. A limitation with our studies is that we have not looked specifically at work engagement among the doctors. As argued in the introduction we chose to measure job satisfaction because of its validation among doctors (among others). There are some indicators that the doctors in our studies experience engagement at work. The doctors in Norway and Iceland experienced high satisfaction with intrinsic elements of the job. Dedication refers to a cognitive and affective identification with one’s work or one’s job (356), and is part of work engagement together with vigor and absorption (356). An identification of Icelandic specialists with their work together with vigor (high level of mental resilience, willingness to invest effort in their work, and persistence even in the face of difficulties) might be the reason for the lower actual migration rates among the Icelandic specialists. In contrast to the known association of poorer Person-job fit (in terms of wanted and actual levels) and lower job satisfaction (163), there are indications that the motivated state of engagement is related to worse rather than better person-job fit (357). This is partly explained by raised engagement-related wants during worse person-job fit (357). It would be interesting to study this among doctors during recession and in low-income
countries. Further studies should also explore the relationship between engagement and migration among doctors in general and during recession in particular.

It has been shown that engagement provides high performance also when controlled for job satisfaction (43). Engagement and job satisfaction have similar effects on performance when measured separately (43), but put in the same model engagement adds around 20 % unique variance in performance (43). This indicates that engagement should be included in the studies on doctors’ wellbeing at work.
4.8 Theoretical implications and suggestions for future research

The results of this thesis show that doctors’ job satisfaction increases from early to mid-career, partly explained by a change in job position and a reduction in work-home stress. The results also show that doctors’ job satisfaction is likely affected by the 2008 economic recession since economic factors are related to both doctors’ job satisfaction and migration considerations. This thesis highlights the presence and importance of intrinsic job satisfaction among doctors. In relation to this finding, the theoretical discussion indicates that the Job characteristics model might be relevant in explaining doctors’ job satisfaction. This can be seen as an indirect validation of the model as we also show, in our review on studies on doctors, that doctors in many countries (including Norway) experience high job satisfaction. Locke’s Value-Percept theory might be relevant in explaining doctors’ job satisfaction as well, in particularly during early career. Also, reflections on our results in the light of the Demand-Control model and Effort-Reward imbalance model lead to the assumption that these models might be important in the understanding of doctors’ job satisfaction. Overall, there is a need of studies on doctors’ job satisfaction that include validated theoretical perspectives. This thesis is inspired by positive psychology, and there are several suggestions for future research in the field, such as the inclusion of both job satisfaction and engagement in the study of doctors’ well-being at work.

Specifically this thesis shows that we need more longitudinal studies on job satisfaction among doctors in general, and on doctors in their early career and during career shift in particular. Also, the relationship between work–home stress and job satisfaction among doctors of all ages should be further studied. We also need more studies that focus on recession and doctors’ job satisfaction. In general, there is a need for more cross-national comparison studies on doctors’ job satisfaction. Also, it would be beneficial if studies used similar instruments to measure doctors’ job satisfaction; e.g., several studies have used the Job Satisfaction Scale used in our studies, but these are mainly from Europe. This is interesting because doctors around the world have much in common (intrinsic values of the profession and the human body and mind as subject) and similar measurements in different countries would give us a more holistic picture of doctors’ job satisfaction around the world. More comparison studies that use similar inventories and measures would also make it possible to identify diversity and differences across countries and health systems.

Migration among Icelandic doctors should be studied further. In particular, it would be
interesting to study whether there are fewer doctors that consider migration now that doctors’ salaries have been increased. Also, doctors working abroad should be included, with emphasis on the migration back to Iceland after specialization. We lack studies that show a causal relationship between job dissatisfaction and migration among doctors prospectively. This is highly relevant for health-care systems in low as well as high income countries. There is a need for more studies that focus on the relationship between economic factors, such as cost-containment, and doctors’ job satisfaction and migration considerations. This is also relevant for wealthy countries where the health-care system is facing cost-cutting.

In particular it is alarming that younger doctors, the new generation of doctors, are less satisfied than older doctors (paper II, supported by the literature) and have been reported to be less satisfied than before (102), experience higher work-home stress and are more prone to migration (paper III) (231, 340). In the light of Locke’s value-percept theory, it might seem as if the doctors are experiencing much discrepancy between what they want in a job, reflecting their values, and what they actually have in their job (35, 36).

In this thesis we have focused more on characteristics of the work itself than individual characteristics. This is because we have mainly used organizational factors in our papers. But individual factors are also very important. In POHP and in the Job Characteristics model there is a great focus on the employees’ recourses and individual differences that we have not discussed (e.g. ‘Growth need strength’ in the JCM). Further studies on doctors’ job satisfaction should include such factors as well.
4.9 Practical implications of main findings

Continuous progress in medicine and technology, globalization, competition between organizations, cost-containments as well as merges and reforms are among factors that are challenging for health care organizations, employers of doctors and doctors around the world. This thesis has emphasized some important factors that can contribute to increased job satisfaction and decreased migration among doctors.

We can clearly advise doctors who are dissatisfied at work to change job position. Also, career advice and counselling to help doctors find an optimal fit early in their career should be a focus of medical associations and those who are concerned with and involved in doctors’ well-being. It should also be a high priority of the employers of doctors to apply measures that optimize their work–home balance (e.g., available and accessible kindergartens). The targets of increasing job satisfaction among doctors are mainly the extrinsic elements; rate of pay and working hours, but factors such as the opportunity to use own skills and recognition for good achievements are important parts of doctors’ job satisfaction that seem to have improvement potential. Our discussion of the JCM indicates that in particular, task identity, task significance and feedback, should not be neglected among young doctors and doctors in some job positions. Increased focus on these characteristics in the job can possibly improve doctors’ overall job satisfaction.

During recession and changes in health care there should be awareness that cost-containment that influences doctors’ work can lead to decreased job satisfaction and migration considerations among doctors. Stakeholders should also be aware that doctors who are experiencing stress related to finances and doctors who work abroad during vacations are more prone to permanent migration.

It has been emphasized in other studies that it is important to doctors’ wellness that they reflect on their own values (358). This thesis highlights some intrinsic values of job satisfaction as well as the value of good work–home balance, which seem to be shared among doctors around the world. Doctors should come together more, across specialties and across borders, to share their values and perceptions. This might help strengthen their professional identity during times of changes and challenges (74, 97, 98, 281, 359), and contribute to less discrepancy between values and perceptions (336, 360) which in turn might increase their overall job satisfaction.
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